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The past few years witnessed the significant success of deep
learning (DL) algorithms and the increasing deployment effi-
ciency and performance requirements. Features and weights in
the deep learning operations usually have prominent scales, and
the numbers of computations and consumptions of memory are
huge. Various types of operations, e.g., fully connected and con-
volutional operations, challenge deployment strategies on differ-
ent platforms, e.g., FPGA and GPU.

Great optimization efforts have been made for a wide range
of deep learning algorithms and hardware platforms. Empirics
can be summarized to guide the new tasks. We propose to adopt
the learning-based methods, that is, learning from known data
to drive the deployments of new algorithms. Learning-based
techniques can release researchers and designers from the com-
plicated and cumbersome design flow and improve performance
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automatically and incrementally, with high flexibility compared
with the heuristic or analytical methods.

This thesis outlines several methodologies facilitating the de-
ployments of deep learning algorithms in different scenarios. It
is mainly composed of the following themes.

• A correlated multi-objective multi-fidelity Gaussian process
model with deep kernel functions is proposed to handle the
complicated optimization flow of the FPGA-based model
deployments. The Bayesian optimization (BO) method is
adopted to explore the optimal designs efficiently. Further-
more, the deep neural network is introduced to improve the
kernel functions in the Gaussian process model.

• A deep Gaussian transfer learning algorithm is proposed to
utilize the historical optimization data to learn the hidden
knowledge related to model structures, hardware charac-
teristics of GPU, optimal deployment strategies, etc., and
to transfer the knowledge to optimize the new deployment
tasks on GPU.

• Further, to preserve the computational graph information
and learn more accurate performance models, a graph at-
tention network is designed to extract the structural in-
formation via a graph neural network and delve into the
complicated relationship between the features via a multi-
head self-attention module.
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We expect that the thesis does contribute to fast and efficient
deep learning deployments, and our ideas will enlighten future
studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Backgrounds and Motivations

Deep learning algorithms, aka., deep neural networks (DNNs),
have achieved significant developments and shown great suc-
cess in wide application scenarios, such as object detection [99],
natural language processing [35], adversarial defense [118], text
recognition [148], physical design [45], and super-resolution algo-
rithms [129]. An interesting trend is that researchers proposed
to use larger and deeper models which contain more weights and
complicated computation patterns to delve into the tasks, learn
more information, and improve the model generalization. How-
ever, the enormous computational intensities and heavy com-
munication workload result in sustainable challenges to the fast
and efficient model inferences.

In recent years, great efforts have been made to accelerate
the inference from various algorithmic perspectives, including
quantization [8, 36, 41] to adjust the data precisions, pruning
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

[22, 81, 120, 156] to remove redundant data, neural architecture
search [47, 76, 143] to explore the model structures, hardware-
model co-design or hardware-aware neural architecture search
[18, 32, 52, 73] to find the inference-efficient model structures or
design model-efficient hardware jointly, etc.

There are also many studies on designing and optimizing
DNN applications on various hardware platforms. [128] uses the
systolic array to accelerate convolutional layers on FPGA. [55]
implements FSRCNN-based super-resolution systems on FPGA.
[80] accelerates the kernel sharing Winograd systolic array on
FPGAs though the Winograd operation has limited applica-
tions due to the computational constraints on the kernels. [116]
fuses operations in DNN models and optimizes the power con-
sumptions on FPGA. [152] optimizes a dictionary learning-based
super-resolution model using NVIDIA TensorRT [1] and CUDA
programming on GPU. [68] introduces the CUDA graph, multi-
stream computing, and bipartite graph match to implement the
multi-task parallelism for DNN models on NVIDIA GPU. [144]
improves the depthwise and pointwise convolutional layers on
a quad-core ARM CPU. [95] quantizes and maps convolutional
networks on resistive random access memory (RRAM) accel-
erators. Devices vendors also provide highly optimized tools
by exploiting the details of the low-level hardware implementa-
tions, e.g., Intel oneDNN [2], NVIDIA TensorRT [1], and Xilinx
Deep Processing Unit (DPU) [5]. CPU provides limited supports
for the intensive computation and communication parallelism in
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DNN tasks. In contrast, FPGA and GPU have been the most
popular platforms thanks to the flexibility and configurability of
their task implementations.

Furthermore, researchers propose some techniques to stimu-
late the fast and efficient deployments of DNN algorithms, due
to the complicated model structures and hardware architecture,
incomprehensible, time-consuming and expensive mapping pro-
cess, poor performance estimators, etc. Some approaches have
been proposed to counteract these challenges. For FPGA-based
implementations, some researchers defines some analytical mod-
els to measure the performance [21, 40, 52, 73, 116, 139], which
usually suffer from a lack of flexibility and accuracy [75, 104].
Researchers develop resource utilization and latency models in
these analytical methods, such as utilizations for DSP, BRAM,
and LUT, and latencies for computations and communications.
The whole performance models are usually built by dividing
problems into small modules, calculating performances for these
modules, and summarizing these modules finally. Therefore,
the details of hardware architectures and model structures are
crucial. Similarly, [71] defines analytical models for convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) on CPU. In contrast, the com-
plicated patterns and obscure mechanisms for mapping DNN
models on GPU hinder utilizing analytical models for GPU-
based deployments. Consequently, researchers propose some
learning-based approaches which use the machine learning mod-
els to map the DNN tasks and hardware platforms to the per-
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formance values. AutoTVM [28] introduces the XGBoost to
regress the inference latency according to the code embeddings.
Based on AutoTVM, an advanced active learning method [114]
is designed to learn representative parameters in the optimiza-
tion process, with the help of transductive experimental design-
based initialization, boosting method, and adaptive optimiza-
tion. CHAMELEON [7] introduces reinforcement learning to
learn the searching strategies from the history tuning data and
adapts the searching space during optimization. Though re-
inforcement learning shows promising results in many applica-
tions, the results show that performance improvements mainly
results from the adaptive searching. Guided Genetic Algorithm
(GGA) [89] utilizes some heuristic rules to guide the genetic al-
gorithm. The similarities between new deployment tasks and
the historical tuning data are calculated to measure the perfor-
mance of new designs.

Despite the advancements, existing deployment techniques
are still unsatisfying for several reasons. Firstly, the complicated
relationships between the input features, performance metrics,
and the design stages are not well modeled and clarified. There
are three design stages in the FPGA-based design flow (e.g.,
Vivado flow), i.e., high-level synthesis (HLS), logic synthesis,
and implementation. There are three performance metrics (ob-
jectives) in each stage, i.e., power, latency, and resource con-
sumption. In other words, each stage reports these three perfor-
mance values but with different fidelities. The later stages have
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more information and consequently report more accurate data.
The correlated and non-linear relationships between these per-
formance metrics and these three stages are not characterized.
Secondly, the traditional optimization process is slow, resulting
from the immense design space and time-consuming design flow.
The performance models are of low quality, thus failing to find
optimum designs efficiently and wasting the optimization over-
heads. Usually, there are more than millions of designs in the de-
sign space. For FPGA, each design consumes hours of synthesis
costs. For GPU, compiling the codes and executing the kernels
consume several seconds. The learning-based models require col-
lecting the historical optimization data as the training set. The
expensive optimization process hinders the applications of the
existing methods while these methods fail to measure the per-
formance accurately, thus leading to more optimization steps.
Thirdly, the critical information of the historical tuning data is
not fully utilized, and some features are ignored despite their
physical meanings and relationships. Existing techniques rely
on the statistical features while the structural characteristics of
the DNN models are discarded. The statistical features are also
treated equally, and the implicit importance of information is
not taken into consideration.

These drawbacks stimulate our explorations for novel tech-
niques to improve the deployment approaches via learning-based
methods, targeting delving into the features, accurately model-
ing the data, reducing optimization costs, and finding better
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deployment solutions faster and more efficiently.

1.2 Thesis Structure and Contributions

This thesis attempts to investigate several methodologies light-
ening the aforementioned challenges in the deployments of deep
learning algorithms. The flow of the deployment of deep learning
algorithms and the focuses of our methods are shown in Fig. 1.1.

Algo. Analysis & 
Optimization

Code Generation

Compilation

Execution

Code Optimization

GEMM

DNN Models

SpMVDeep Learning 
Algorithms

Operation Fusion

Layout Transformation

Template-based (AutoTVM)

Rule-based (Ansor)

Correlated Method Chapter 3

Graph Structure 
Info.: Chapter 5

HLS Templates
Chapter 2

Deep Gaussian Transfer learning: Chapter 4
Graph Attention Network: Chapter 5

GPU-based: 

FPGA-based: 

Figure 1.1 The flow of deep learning deployment and our topics.

The first contribution of this thesis is improving the learn-
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ing model in the HLS directives optimization for the FPGA-
based deployments [115]. Bayesian optimization is combined
with the multi-fidelity and multi-objective optimization as the
optimization framework, to trade-off the model accuracies and
optimization workloads of the FPGA design flow. Non-linear
multi-fidelity models are built to measure the non-linear rela-
tionship between the reports of the three design stages and HLS
directives. Correlated multi-objective Gaussian process mod-
els are proposed, to tackle both of the correlated relationships
among various design objectives and the implicit and compli-
cated mapping relationships between directives and objective
values, to find Pareto configurations accurately. Our method is
further enhanced to be a deep version (DCGP) by using deep
neural networks as the kernel functions, to learn better fea-
ture representations flexibly. Therefore the performance of our
method can be further improved significantly. Three design ob-
jectives, power, delay, and resource consumption are considered
as the objectives, thus making the task practical while chal-
lenging. We conduct experiments on some public FPGA design
benchmarks (including general matrix multiplication and sparse
matrix-vector multiplication) and DNN-based object detection
model iSmart2. The experimental results show the outstanding
performance of our algorithms on the DNN applications and the
related applications. The found Pareto designs cover the opti-
mal designs for various design objectives, i.e., power, delay, and
resource consumption, and strike a good balance between these
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objectives. This contribution is detailed in Chapter 3.
The second contribution of this thesis is proposing a novel au-

tomatic optimization framework based on deep Gaussian trans-
fer learning, to utilize the historical data to help tune the deep
learning deployments on GPU [113]. Firstly, a deep Gaus-
sian process (DGP) model is built on the historical optimiza-
tion data to learn the hidden knowledge related to model struc-
tures, hardware characteristics, optimal deployment strategies,
and etc. Stochastic variational inference is adopted to optimize
the DGP. Secondly, when deploying a new DNN model, some
efficient initial configurations of this new model are sampled un-
der the guidance of the prior knowledge in the pre-trained DGP
model. Maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation is applied to
tune the DGP model according to these initial configurations,
to make the DGP model accommodate for the new task with no
loss of the hidden knowledge. Finally, the tuned DGP model is
used as a replacement to the time-consuming compilations and
on-board inferences during optimization, to predict the perfor-
mance values of new configurations accurately. Our tuned DGP
model accelerates the optimization process remarkably while re-
ducing the inference latency of the final model deployment si-
multaneously. The representative DNN layers widely used in
both industries and academia are tested in these models, in-
cluding convolutional layers, residual blocks, depthwise separa-
ble convolutional layers, and etc. The results show that our
method outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines significantly.
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This contribution is detailed in Chapter 4.
The third contribution of this thesis is delving into the struc-

tural features of the deep learning models and using the multi-
head self-attention module to learning more information to im-
prove the performance estimator [119]. The structural informa-
tion of the computational graphs and statistical code features
are utilized. The complicated relationships between the features
are learned automatically. A novel method, GTuner, is proposed
with a graph attention network (GAT) as the performance es-
timator. GAT comprises a graph neural network (GNN) mod-
ule to aggregate structural information and a multi-head self-
attention (MHSA) module to mine inter-feature relationships.
Structural information of the computational subgraphs is ex-
tracted from the intermediate representations of the compilation
flow with the help of our code parser and analyzer, i.e., in the
algorithm analysis and optimization step in Fig. 1.1. Then the
information is propagated and aggregated via the graph neu-
ral layers to learn high-quality features for the graphs. The
MHSA module is designed to learn the complicated but im-
plicit relationships between the structural and code statistical
features via the self-attention mechanism. The drawbacks of los-
ing structural information and long-range dependencies between
the features are overcome. With the GAT, GTuner optimizes
the kernel codes for GPU efficiently. The experimental results
demonstrate the remarkable performance of GTuner compared
with the baselines. This contribution is detailed in Chapter 5.
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Some critical challenges in the deployment process are han-
dled, including the extremely-large design space, time-consuming
design flow, task and model transferability, and low-quality mod-
els. Our methods can adaptively handle the optimization flow
to find good results or stop the expensive flow at the early stages
if the results are promising. Further, with our high-quality and
high-transferability models, we can find more promising designs
in large design spaces with fewer optimization steps. Therefore,
our methods can accelerate the optimization processes signifi-
cantly. For example, in the multi-fidelity multi-objective opti-
mization for the HLS directives, our approach accelerates the
optimizations remarkably since we find better designs in each
Bayesian optimization step according to our advanced acquisi-
tion functions. Besides, in each Bayesian step, we can control
the FPGA design flow to stop at early stages (e.g., at the logic
synthesis stage) if the results are good enough. The Bayesian
optimization also adopts the early stopping techniques to re-
duce the computation and synthesis costs. In the GPU-based
methods, we utilize the simulated annealing with early-stopping
techniques and better performance models (e.g., deep Gaussian
process model or the multi-head self-attention model). Better
results are sampled according to the performance models, and
the process stops at good results intelligently.

The structure of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2
provides related backgrounds about some common features de-
signed in different ML-aided design flow stages. Chapter 3 cov-
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ers the first contribution with corresponding technique details,
while the second contribution is introduced in Chapter 4. The
third contribution is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 summa-
rizes this thesis and delivers the possible future study directions.

2 End of chapter.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

For-loops are the mainstreaming operations considered in the
deep learning algorithms. Typically, convolutional operations
can be represented as a seven-level for-loop, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
B is the batch size. M and N are the number of output chan-
nels and input channels. H is the height of features, and W is
the width of features. KH and KW are the height and width
of kernels. The size of weight tensor is [M , N , KH, KW ] and
the size of input tensor is [B, N , H, W ]. It is important to or-
ganize the hardware resources to conduct communications and
computations and schedule these loops, i.e., to determine an op-
timal deployment configuration. There are some similar opera-
tions, such as general matrix multiplication (GEMM) for fully-
connected layers, sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SPMV)
for sparse computations, etc.

Some operations are more complicated, such as softmax, Pix-
elShuffle, ShiftMeanAdd, etc., which are handled by templates

12
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or code generation rules. Designers usually suffer from compli-
cated development processes for optimizing the deployment con-
figurations. Urgent requirements are raised for the optimization
techniques to ease designers from cumbersome developments.

for o in range(0, M):

for h in range(0, H):

for w in range(0, W):

for i in range(0, N):

for kh in range(0, KH):

for kw in range(0, KW):

Out[b][o][h][w] += W[o][i][kh][kw] 
×
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for b in range(0, B):

Figure 2.1 A typical seven-level for-loop of a direct convolutional operation.

2.1 FPGA and HLS-based Implementation

HLS-based implementations are widely used in academic re-
search for deep learning deployments. In this thesis, the HLS-
based implementations are adapted for FPGA deployments and
some HLS code templates are designed. Typical optimization
techniques include pipelining, unrolling, reshaping, reordering,
fusion, etc. The HLS directive configurations are termed knobs.

Pipelining reduces the initiation interval for a function or
loop by allowing the concurrent execution of operations, e.g.,
read, calculation, and write. This is influenced by the design
of computation engines, data lengths, time slots for each op-
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eration, etc. Unrolling technique flattens the loops to paral-
lelize the computations and communications, thus reducing the
system latency at the cost of more resource consumption. Re-
shaping techniques reorganize the memory blocks to facilitate
memory accesses. Typically, the continuous memory allocated
to arrays is split into some fragments in the BLOCK, CYCLIC,
or COMPLETE manner [4] Fig. 2.2 is taken as an example to
illustrate the reshaping techniques. The original array is stored
in a continuous memory space. In this example, the partition-
ing factor is 2. Both the CYCLIC and BLOCK will partition the
array into two separate memory spaces. CYCLIC creates smaller
arrays by interleaving elements from the original array. BLOCK
creates smaller arrays from consecutive blocks of the original ar-
ray. COMPLETE decomposes the array into individual elements.
For a one-dimensional array, COMPLETE corresponds to resolving
a memory into individual registers. Usually, reshaping should
be compatible with unrolling, which means the data to be com-
puted simultaneously ought to be allocated to different onboard
memory blocks to permit parallel fetch. Reordering organizes
the loops in different orders for a given task and stimulates dif-
ferent communication and computation patterns, i.e., finishing
a task in different inner-task orders. The data accessed in the
outer loop are reused by the inner loops, aka. data reuse [29].
In this thesis, our HLS code templates have two types of data
reuse patterns are provided, input reuse and output reuse, i.e.,
input-stationary and output-stationary. Some examples of the
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Figure 2.2 Three types of array partitioning, BLOCK, CYCLIC, and COMPLETE.

knobs are shown in Fig. 2.3, including array_partition, unroll,
and pipeline with initiation interval (II).

These optimization techniques should be considered elabo-
rately. Optimizing a single technique would possibly have no
effect because of the unsuitable usage of other techniques. Some
pseudo-code examples of the HLS codes and the HLS knobs are
shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.3, “in_channel_loop” is
the innermost loop, and unrolling it means the memory should
be split cyclically to make both techniques efficient. Executing
in_channel calculations in parallel requires 2×in_channel reads
and in_channel writes simultaneously. In Fig. 2.4, the inner-
most loop is “in_width_loop”. Unrolling it requires the BLOCK
memory partition. The readers can refer to [3] for more de-
tails. Each multiplication operation consumes a DSP and three
memory communications, two for read and one for write. High
parallelism consumes more resources, makes the placement and
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1 #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=results dim=0 cyclic factor=in_channel

2 #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=input_1 dim=0 cyclic factor=in_channel

3 #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=input_2 dim=0 cyclic factor=in_channel

4 in_height_loop:

5 for(int h = 0; h < in_height; h++) {

6 in_width_loop:

7 for(int w = 0; w < in_width; w++) {

8 in_channel_loop:

9 #pragma HLS PIPELINE II=1

10 for(int c = 0; c < in_channel; c++)

11 {

12 #pragma HLS UNROLL factor=in_channel

13 results[h * in_width * in_channel + w * in_channel + c]

14 = input_1[h * in_width * in_channel + w * in_channel + c]

15 * input_2[h * in_width * in_channel + w * in_channel + c];

16 }

17 }

18 }

Figure 2.3 “in_channel_loop” is the innermost loop.
1 #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=results dim=0 block factor=in_channel

2 #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=input_1 dim=0 block factor=in_channel

3 #pragma HLS ARRAY_PARTITION variable=input_2 dim=0 block factor=in_channel

4 in_height_loop:

5 for(int h = 0; h < in_height; h++) {

6 in_channel_loop:

7 for(int c = 0; c < in_channel; c++) {

8 in_width_loop:

9 for(int w = 0; w < in_width; w++)

10 {

11 results[h * in_width * in_channel + w * in_channel + c]

12 = input_1[h * in_width * in_channel + w * in_channel + c]

13 * input_2[h * in_width * in_channel + w * in_channel + c];

14 }

15 }

16 }

Figure 2.4 “in_width_loop” is the innermost loop.

routing congested, thus resulting in timing challenges.
A more complicated example is the fusion of PixelShuffle,

ReduceSum, and ShiftMeanAdd from a super-resolution model
WDSR [142]. PixelShuffle is to up-sample/reshape the input
features by merging the features from several channels into a
single channel (i.e., compressing the number of channels, and
expanding the features in the result channel) [107]. ReduceSum
operations (aka., reduction) sum values from all of the chan-
nels. In Fig. 2.5, inputs of this example have 4 channels. The
upscale factor of PixelShuffle is 2. Therefore the output has 1
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Figure 2.5 The fusion of PixelShuffle, ReduceSum and ShiftMeanAdd.

channel and the height and width are 2× of the inputs. The Pix-
elShuffle is implemented via reading and writing data at specific
addresses. The ReduceSum and ShiftMeanAdd are implemented
in the MAC:

out = (in1 + in2) ∗ 127.5 + rgb_mean[oc], (2.1)

where 127.5 is a constant scale value and oc denotes the out-
put channel. The constant rgb_mean (RGB Mean) values of
the ShiftMeanAdd are stored in the onboard ROM. The HLS
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dataflow stream technique is also adopted. Each data item read
into the stream queue will be pumped into the MAC, do the cal-
culations, and be written out to the output stream. This process
executes sequentially, continuously, and steadily without block-
ing. Therefore, one MAC is adequate while the computation
speed is fully promoted.

Optimal performance attributes not only to the optimized
HLS code but also the knobs, e.g., the factors controlling the
parallelism and memory sizes. The onboard resources also con-
strain the algorithm deployments. For example, there are 504K
system logic cells, 38Mb memory, 461K CLB flip-flops, 1728
DSPs, 1 Quad core Arm Cortex-A53 MPCore, and 1 Dual core
Arm Cortex-R5 MPCore. The complicated design mechanism
makes the optimization problem non-trivial. Suitable learning
methods are essential which are the key topics of this thesis.

2.2 GPU-based Implementation

The NVIDIA CUDA [66] is taken as an example to explain
the programming abstraction architecture on GPU, as shown
in Fig. 2.6. The programming architecture is composed of grids,
blocks, and threads, and some memories. It provides fine-grained
data parallelism, thread parallelism, nested within coarse-grained
data parallelism, and task parallelism. The dense computational
task is partitioned into smaller sub-tasks that can be conducted
independently in parallel in these blocks. Following the single
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instruction multiple threads (SIMT) mechanism, each block is
partitioned into a group of threads that can run the same code
on different data synchronously. To further improve the per-
formance, the virtual threads (VT) technique is developed to
utilize the resources efficiently, ignore the schedule limits, avoid
resource conflicts, and reduce the logic complexity of manage-
ment [141]. Threads are categorized into active and inactive
groups according to their states, e.g., computing or blocking.
GPU scheduler switches between active and inactive threads to
keep the hardware in use without a long system stall.

DRAM

L2 Cache

Control

L1 Cache
Block

GPU Structure

Host

…
 

Kernel

Device

Grid

 Block0  Block1

 Block2  Block3

… 

Block

ThreadThread Thread

ThreadThread Thread

ThreadThreadThread

Programming Arch.

Figure 2.6 A brief CUDA programming architecture [66], composed of grids,
blocks, threads, and some memories.

An important characteristic of deploying DNN models on
these platforms is to maximize parallelism. To schedule DNN
operations on GPU, the computation workloads are assigned
to these grids, blocks, virtual threads, and threads. Fig. 2.7 is
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Figure 2.7 The computation workloads are partitioned into blocks and then
further split to threads and virtual threads.

taken as an example to illustrate how to partition the workloads
of DNN models and map them to hardware. For simplicity, the
input tensor and weight tensor are represented as matrices with
sizes N × B and M × N , respectively. Firstly, the input and
weight are split into small rectangles, with sizes step × block-
factor and block-factor × step. The size of the corresponding
outputs is block-factor × block-factor. To get the result of each
output rectangle, its corresponding input and weight rectangles
are assigned to a CUDA block to conduct the computations.
Secondly, the computations are further split into block-factor ×
block-factor threads. Then these threads are assigned into some
virtual groups to be scheduled by the CUDA runtime system.

To determine the optimal deployment configuration, some au-
tomatic flows are developed, among which TVM [26] is widely
used. In TVM, deployment configurations of layers in a DNN
model are optimized layer by layer. In Fig. 2.1, each of the
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for-loops on M , H, and W is split into four sub-loops. These
four sub-loops are mapped to blocks, virtual threads, threads,
and in-thread-for-loops, respectively. The bound of each sub-
loop reflects the number of the allocated hardware resources.
Each of the for-loops on N , KH, and KW is split into two
sub-loops. These two sub-loops are mapped to threads, and
in-thread-for-loops, respectively. The detailed information of
deployment configurations is in the appendix. To determine
the number of resources allocated to these sub-loops, i.e., the
bounds of these sub-loops, a comprehensive search space is de-
fined, in which all of the possible configurations to the resource
allocations are contained. The search space is usually composed
of millions of configurations.

The limited GPU resources concurrently restricts the compu-
tation patterns with respect to the threads, blocks, etc. Different
GPUs have distinct compute capabilities. For clarity, the edge
embedded GPU NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX which uses the Volta
microarchitecture is taken as an example to illustrate this. From
the perspective of hardware architectures, there are 6 stream-
ing multiprocessors (SMs) in it. Each SM occupies a 96 KB
shared memory/L1 cache. Each SM is further partitioned into 4
processing blocks. Every processing block has 16 FP32 cores, 8
FP64 cores, 16 INT32 cores, 2 Tensor cores, and a 64 KB shared
register file. Besides, each processing block has a warp sched-
uler, to schedule the threads assigned to this processing block.
From the perspective of the programming model, the computa-
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tion kernel is executed as a grid of thread blocks. Each thread
block (different from the processing block mentioned above) is
assigned to a single streaming multiprocessor. Once the block
is scheduled to an SM, threads in this block are further parti-
tioned into warps. Every warp consists of 32 consecutive threads
and all threads in a warp are executed in SIMT fashion. While
the warps within a thread block may be scheduled in any or-
der, the number of active warps is limited by SM resources.
Four processing blocks in every SM of NX means there are at
most four active warps in executing at the same moment. Be-
sides, the number of warps in a thread block is constrained by
the programming model to fit the sizes of warp schedulers, in-
struction registers, and etc. Sharing data in the shared register
files among the parallel threads in the same processing block, or
sharing data among the processing blocks in the same SM may
cause a race condition: multiple threads accessing the same data
in the memory simultaneously. Once a warp idles for the race
conditions, the SM is free to schedule other available warps.

For clearness, all of the deployment settings (e.g., bindings
of blocks, and threads) to be determined are encoded as the
attributes of a feature vector which is termed as deployment
configuration. A deployment configuration can be denoted as a
feature vector x. This is the similar to knob mentioned above.
For clarity, we do not distinguish between these two concepts.

2 End of chapter.



Chapter 3

Optimization of HLS Directives

3.1 Introduction

The FPGA design flow is complicated, typically composed of
several different steps or phases, including design entry, logic
synthesis, and implementation (aka., placement-and-routing).
Design entry is to describe the functionalities by the hardware
description languages (HDLs). Logic synthesis turns the HDLs
into a design implementation in terms of logic gates. Implemen-
tation conducts the placement and routing and generates the
bitstream. The workload of the whole flow is heavy and time-
consuming. Further, high-level synthesis (HLS) tools, used as
the design entry tools, have made it possible for users who are
not experts in writing HDLs to describe their FPGA designs, by
translating high-level programming languages (e.g., C/C++) to
low-level HDLs, under the guidance of HLS directives. An exam-
ple of the Xilinx FPGA design flow relying on HLS is illustrated
in Fig. 3.1(a). C/C++ source code and HLS directives are fed

23
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into the design tool. There are three analysis stages and the
later stages obtain more accurate reports but consume longer
running times. The HLS directives are embedded into C/C++
source code, as the inputs to the FPGA design tool. Fig. 3.1(b)
shows the pseudo-codes and directives. The directives are in
the boxes, beginning with “#PRAGMA”. Each directive has some
factors, e.g., ON and OFF of INLINE, and 2, 5, and 10 of UN-
ROLL. Briefly, in this work, our task is to determine the optimal
factors for each of these directives.

HLS directives guide the translation process of the high-level
language descriptions, in terms of how to parallelize the compu-
tations, how to allocate the memory and computation resources,
and etc. Given different HLS directive configurations, the final
hardware architectures generated from the same high-level lan-
guage description may vary a lot from each other and therefore
have distinctive performance values. In the problem of HLS
directives design, the target is to find some HLS directives de-
signs that optimize the design objectives from the entire design
space which is composed of candidate directives designs. Some
common performance objectives include power, delay, and re-
source consumption. We need to choose the best factor for each
directive to obtain the best performance values. With these
advantages, HLS tools have been widely used in many applica-
tions, e.g., floating-point computations [12,74], and deep neural
network deployments [52, 127].

Several problems still hinder researchers from finding the op-
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(a)
comp(int in[10], int out[10]): 

#PRAGMA HLS INLINE={ON, OFF}

for(i = 0; i < 10; i ++) { 

in[i] = out[i];

#PRAGMA HLS UNROLL factor={2,5,10}

}

(b)

Figure 3.1 (a) The FPGA design flow. (b) HLS pseudo-codes and directives.

timal directives design efficiently. Firstly, it is difficult to find
designs that balance the multiple design objectives. For exam-
ple, reducing system delay demands higher parallelisms which
would require more computation cores and have higher resource
consumptions, and vice versa. Therefore, optimizing the multi-
ple objectives simultaneously is a multi-objective optimization
problem. Secondly, the whole design flow is time-consuming and
the analysis reports of these several stages have different fideli-
ties. Later stages can report more accurate analyses, at the cost
of longer running times. This kind of multi-stage design prob-
lem is also called multi-fidelity design. Besides, the reported
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results of the three stages in Fig. 3.1(a) and the HLS directives
are usually in complicated relationships which make it difficult
to map between them. We cannot guarantee whether a design
is good or valid in the Implementation stage, though its HLS
estimated performance is good. Therefore, we need to predict
the quality of the reports at each stage to determine whether we
need to run the later FPGA design stages to get more accurate
reports.

Some efforts have been made to facilitate the selection of
HLS directives. Several analytical/synthesis methods were pro-
posed to analyze the HLS directives, to estimate the perfor-
mance with no need of running the FPGA design flow for too
many directives designs. For the general applications, the direc-
tive configurations are analyzed by using an analytic model or
a simulator, e.g., Lin-analyzer [155], COMBA [149, 150], poly-
hedral model [158] and etc. Some proposed to use the dedi-
cated heuristics methods, e.g., lattice [42], clustering [102], di-
vide and conquer [103], and greedy method [94] to guide the
exploration of the directive designs. For the deep neural net-
work applications, researchers proposed complicated formula-
tions to simulate the systolic arrays for convolutional opera-
tions [116, 128], Spatial/Winograd convolution [139], or several
specific code templates [52]. However, these works depend on
the accuracy of the analytical models and lack generality or still
consume much time to conduct the detailed code analysis and
synthesis (aka., profiling) to determine the parameters in the
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analytical models [52,116,128,139]. Typical parameters include
the unit costs of latency, power, and resource consumptions for
the given application and FPGA device, which vary significantly
under different scenarios. For new applications, new analytic
formulations are required, especially for the complicated deep
neural networks. These applications challenge the generality of
these analytical methods. Besides, the feature of the multiple
stages (multi-fidelity) in the FPGA design flow is not considered
in these works.

Some model-based works use machine learning algorithms to
map from the HLS directives to the performance values, where
the complicated FPGA design stages are regarded as black-box
functions which can be modeled by machine learning algorithms.
Compared to the analytical methods, model-based methods are
more flexible and general. The inputs to these models are the
feature encodings of the HLS directives and the predicted out-
puts are the performance values. In these works, the authors
collect lots of data to train machine learning models. [86] uses
simulated annealing to collect training data, to train a deci-
sion tree to guide the exploration of new designs. [77] uses ran-
domized transductive experimental design (RTED) to draw ef-
ficient designs from the design space. [78] guides the FPGA de-
signs according to the known ASIC designs by training a regres-
sor, with the help of [77] as the initialization method. Simi-
larly, [27,33,79,91,121,151] propose to use more machine learn-
ing algorithms to predict the routing congestions, power, perfor-
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mance and etc., according to the reports and results at various
design stages, or the reports of some preliminary analytic mod-
els. Some typical algorithms include linear regression, artificial
neural networks, and boosting trees. However, huge amounts
of real design reports are necessary to guarantee accuracy due
to the limited performance of these models. The multiple ob-
jectives are usually considered independently, and a machine
learning model is built for each objective separately. Besides,
the multi-fidelity reports are also not utilized. They use the
post-Implementation reports at the cost of longer running times
or use the post-HLS reports at the cost of data accuracies with-
out considering the trade-offs are between running times and
data accuracies. To reduce the simulation costs and make full
use of the existing reports, recently, Bayesian optimization (BO)
approaches based on the Gaussian process (GP) have been pro-
posed. However, the multiple objectives are independent of each
other [82]. This work is further extended by considering linear
multi-fidelity designs [83]. Wider communities have discussed
similar tasks, e.g., high-speed adder [44].

However, it is regrettable that some important characteristics
of the directive design are ignored. Firstly, the multiple design
objectives are in complex correlated relationships. The corre-
lated relationship has been proven to be an important factor in
various applications in practical scenarios [24, 25]. Therefore,
there exist losses of accuracy in the previous works since they
build some independent models to characterize the design ob-
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jectives. Secondly, the performance values of the three design
stages and the directives are in non-linear relationships. It is
hard for the designers who implement the high-level descrip-
tions to estimate the performance of the design after placement
and routing. Some ignore or evade these complicated relation-
ships by only considering the lowest fidelity (post-HLS reports),
though they miss some data from the later stages. Unfortu-
nately, to the best of our knowledge, most of the previous meth-
ods did not focus on counteracting these challenges explicitly,
no matter the analytical methods, or the model-based methods.

In our previous work [117], to help solve these problems, we
proposed a novel correlated multi-objective multi-fidelity Gaus-
sian process model (CGP) based on Bayesian optimization. The
Bayesian optimization can strike a balance between model ac-
curacies and optimization workloads. Non-linear multi-fidelity
models were built to measure the non-linear relationship be-
tween the reports of the three design stages and HLS direc-
tives. Correlated multi-objective Gaussian process models are
proposed as the acquisition functions, to tackle both of the cor-
related relationships among various design objectives.

Despite that CGP [117] achieved enormous success in mod-
eling the complicated multi-objective and multi-fidelity prob-
lem, the shallow structures of Gaussian process models limit
the ability to extract information from the input configurations,
and bring great challenges to the characterization ability of
the kernel functions in the Gaussian process models [132]. Re-
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cently, it has been proven that neural networks could auto-
matically discover meaningful representations for the input fea-
tures by learning multiple layers of highly adaptive basis func-
tions [90, 101, 131–133]. Combining the deep neural networks
with GP models can be regarded as the enhancement of the ker-
nel functions, termed as deep kernel functions. The flexibility
and automatic calibration provided by the deep kernel func-
tions provide a better performance, with no need for tuning the
searching framework for different applications. This technique
has achieved more and more attention and applications in the
recent few years [101, 131, 133].

We extend our CGP method, by introducing the deep kernel
functions to learn better feature representations for the configu-
rations and augment the ability of the Gaussian process models.
Our contributions are as follows:

• Bayesian optimization is combined with the multi-fidelity
and multi-objective optimization as the optimization frame-
work, to trade-off the model accuracies and optimization
workloads.

• Non-linear multi-fidelity models are built to measure the
non-linear relationship between the reports of the three de-
sign stages and HLS directives. Correlated multi-objective
Gaussian process models are proposed, to tackle both of
the correlated relationships among various design objec-
tives and the implicit and complicated mapping relation-
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ships between directives and objective values, to find Pareto
configurations accurately.

• Our method CGP is further enhanced to be a deep ver-
sion (DCGP) by using deep neural networks as the kernel
functions, to learn better feature representations flexibly.
Therefore the performance of our method can be further
improved significantly.

• Three design objectives, power, delay, and resource con-
sumption are considered in this thesis, thus making the task
practical while challenging. We conduct experiments on
some public FPGA design benchmarks (including general
matrix multiplication and sparse matrix-vector multiplica-
tion) and DNN-based object detection model iSmart2. The
experimental results show the outstanding performance of
our algorithms on the DNN applications and the related
applications. The found Pareto designs cover the optimal
designs for various design objectives, i.e., power, delay, and
resource consumption, and strike a good balance between
these objectives.

3.2 Preliminaries

In selecting an optimal HLS directive design, our target is find-
ing a configuration of directives in the space of all directive con-
figurations (named design space or configuration space in our
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context) X which have the optimal performance values in the
objective space (or value space) Y. The design space X is con-
structed by enumerating possible HLS directives to be used in
the high-level language descriptions. In X, each configuration
can be represented as a feature vector x. The details on di-
rective encoding are in Section 3.3.2. The objective space Y is
composed of the performance values of the designs given HLS
directive configurations. Y is not known unless we run all of
the configurations with the FPGA design tool. Our target is to
achieve the configurations with the best performance with no
need of knowing the whole objective space Y. In the rest of this
chapter, the three FPGA design stages are shorted as hls, syn,
and impl.

3.2.1 Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian optimization (BO) is an efficient and widely-used frame-
work [56, 124] to solve global optimization problems, e.g., opti-
mizing analog circuits [85]. For an optimization problem with a
black-box objective function f , e.g., power consumption, whose
concrete form is unknown, the target of Bayesian optimization
is to find a configuration point x ∈ X which has the optimal
objective value in the objective space Y by conducting a limited
number of trials or evaluations. A two-dimensional example of
the mapping from the design space to the objective space is
shown in Fig. 3.2.
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<latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jelc4dZavWSWh5fxRSBdMsTIsJU=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sTRgHpAsYXZyNxkyO7vMzIphyRdY2PgrNiK29nb+jZNkC00sPDBwOOdc7twTJIJr47pfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nvqte1Sax/LOjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVH3rlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXL8L94rf3b7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjZ1QZzgROSt1UY0LZiA6wY6mkEWo/m10zISdW6ZMwVvZJQ2bqz4mMRlqPo8AmI2qGetGbin95ndSEl37GZZIalGy+KEwFMTGZVkP6XCEzYmwJZYrbvxI2pIoyYwss2dO9xUOXSfOs6rlVr35eqV3lnRXhCI7hFDy4gBrcwC00gAHCIzzDq/PkvDhvzvs8WnDymUP4BefjG00FlHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jelc4dZavWSWh5fxRSBdMsTIsJU=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sTRgHpAsYXZyNxkyO7vMzIphyRdY2PgrNiK29nb+jZNkC00sPDBwOOdc7twTJIJr47pfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nvqte1Sax/LOjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVH3rlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXL8L94rf3b7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjZ1QZzgROSt1UY0LZiA6wY6mkEWo/m10zISdW6ZMwVvZJQ2bqz4mMRlqPo8AmI2qGetGbin95ndSEl37GZZIalGy+KEwFMTGZVkP6XCEzYmwJZYrbvxI2pIoyYwss2dO9xUOXSfOs6rlVr35eqV3lnRXhCI7hFDy4gBrcwC00gAHCIzzDq/PkvDhvzvs8WnDymUP4BefjG00FlHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jelc4dZavWSWh5fxRSBdMsTIsJU=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sTRgHpAsYXZyNxkyO7vMzIphyRdY2PgrNiK29nb+jZNkC00sPDBwOOdc7twTJIJr47pfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nvqte1Sax/LOjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVH3rlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXL8L94rf3b7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjZ1QZzgROSt1UY0LZiA6wY6mkEWo/m10zISdW6ZMwVvZJQ2bqz4mMRlqPo8AmI2qGetGbin95ndSEl37GZZIalGy+KEwFMTGZVkP6XCEzYmwJZYrbvxI2pIoyYwss2dO9xUOXSfOs6rlVr35eqV3lnRXhCI7hFDy4gBrcwC00gAHCIzzDq/PkvDhvzvs8WnDymUP4BefjG00FlHU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="l29WxoUb9DEbvmhLG7jHtZ0OU24=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRgihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/mdJ1Sax/LBZAn6ER1JHnJGjZWa2aBSdWvuHGSVeAWpQoHGoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9TZTgTOC33U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Xx+6JScW2VIwljZkobM1d8TOY20zqLAdkbUjPWyNxP/83qpCW/8nMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLlCZkRmCWWK21sJG1NFmbHZlG0I3vLLq6R9WfPcmte8qtZvizhKcApncAEeXEMd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfnvYz9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJVypg3/VUWWBTSCpWCcLIjWorI=">AAACDXicjVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBKtyJoGXQxtKASYTkCHubd8mSvb1jd084jvwCCxv/io2Irb2d/8ZNcoUmFg4sDDPzePsmSATXxnW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLx9dTvPKDSPJZ3JkvQj+hQ8pAzaqzUzPrVmlt3ZyDLxCtIDQr8L96vfvYGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPj51QZzgROKr1UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/n10zISdWGZAwVvZJQ2bqz4mcRlpnUWCTETUjvehNxb+8bmrCSz/nMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhMqyEDrpAZkVlCmeL2r4SNqKLM2AIr9nRv8dBl0j6re27da57XGldFZ2U4gmM4BQ8uoAE3cAstYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b8z6Plpxi5hB+wfn4Bk6ulHY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJVypg3/VUWWBTSCpWCcLIjWorI=">AAACDXicjVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBKtyJoGXQxtKASYTkCHubd8mSvb1jd084jvwCCxv/io2Irb2d/8ZNcoUmFg4sDDPzePsmSATXxnW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLx9dTvPKDSPJZ3JkvQj+hQ8pAzaqzUzPrVmlt3ZyDLxCtIDQr8L96vfvYGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPj51QZzgROKr1UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/n10zISdWGZAwVvZJQ2bqz4mcRlpnUWCTETUjvehNxb+8bmrCSz/nMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhMqyEDrpAZkVlCmeL2r4SNqKLM2AIr9nRv8dBl0j6re27da57XGldFZ2U4gmM4BQ8uoAE3cAstYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b8z6Plpxi5hB+wfn4Bk6ulHY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJVypg3/VUWWBTSCpWCcLIjWorI=">AAACDXicjVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBKtyJoGXQxtKASYTkCHubd8mSvb1jd084jvwCCxv/io2Irb2d/8ZNcoUmFg4sDDPzePsmSATXxnW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLx9dTvPKDSPJZ3JkvQj+hQ8pAzaqzUzPrVmlt3ZyDLxCtIDQr8L96vfvYGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPj51QZzgROKr1UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/n10zISdWGZAwVvZJQ2bqz4mcRlpnUWCTETUjvehNxb+8bmrCSz/nMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhMqyEDrpAZkVlCmeL2r4SNqKLM2AIr9nRv8dBl0j6re27da57XGldFZ2U4gmM4BQ8uoAE3cAstYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b8z6Plpxi5hB+wfn4Bk6ulHY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cjxWLffqlGvTygX6lqG/DQkun0Q=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC2koWy2m3bpJht2X4QS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmTKUw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jco04x2mpNK9kBouRcI7KFDyXqo5jUPJH8PJbeE/PnFthEoecJryIKajRESCUbSS348pjhmVeW82qDfcpjsHWSVeSRpQoj2of/WHimUxT5BJaozvuSkGOdUomOSzWj8zPKVsQkfctzShMTdBPo88I2dWGZJIafsSJHP190ZOY2OmcWgni4hm2SvE/zw/w+g6yEWSZsgTtvgoyiRBRYr7yVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKFtqWZL8JZPXiXdi6bnNr37y0brpqyjCidwCufgwRW04A7a0AEGCp7hFd4cdF6cd+djMVpxyp1j+APn8weTQZFu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hMuePI68KcvKvvIJKYxWopytFDs=">AAACF3icjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4V7AOmQ8mkmTY0kwxJRihDP8OFG3/FjYhb3fk3ZtpZaOvCA4HDOfdyc06UcqaN5305lZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/dP2hrmSlCW0RyqboR1pQzQVuGGU67qaI4iTjtROPrwu88UKWZFPdmktIwwUPBYkawsVLQS7AZEczz7rTv1r2GNwNaJn5J6lDif+N997M3kCRLqDCEY60D30tNmGNlGOF0WutlmqaYjPGQBpYKnFAd5rNcU3RilQGKpbJPGDRTf27kONF6kkR2ssihF71C/MsLMhNfhjkTaWaoIPNDccaRkagoCQ2YosTwiSWYKGb/isgIK0yMrbJmo/uLQZdJ+6zhew3/7rzevCo7q8IRHMMp+HABTbiBW2gBAQmP8AyvzpPz4rw57/PRilPuHMIvOB/fkYWY5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hMuePI68KcvKvvIJKYxWopytFDs=">AAACF3icjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4V7AOmQ8mkmTY0kwxJRihDP8OFG3/FjYhb3fk3ZtpZaOvCA4HDOfdyc06UcqaN5305lZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/dP2hrmSlCW0RyqboR1pQzQVuGGU67qaI4iTjtROPrwu88UKWZFPdmktIwwUPBYkawsVLQS7AZEczz7rTv1r2GNwNaJn5J6lDif+N997M3kCRLqDCEY60D30tNmGNlGOF0WutlmqaYjPGQBpYKnFAd5rNcU3RilQGKpbJPGDRTf27kONF6kkR2ssihF71C/MsLMhNfhjkTaWaoIPNDccaRkagoCQ2YosTwiSWYKGb/isgIK0yMrbJmo/uLQZdJ+6zhew3/7rzevCo7q8IRHMMp+HABTbiBW2gBAQmP8AyvzpPz4rw57/PRilPuHMIvOB/fkYWY5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hMuePI68KcvKvvIJKYxWopytFDs=">AAACF3icjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4V7AOmQ8mkmTY0kwxJRihDP8OFG3/FjYhb3fk3ZtpZaOvCA4HDOfdyc06UcqaN5305lZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/dP2hrmSlCW0RyqboR1pQzQVuGGU67qaI4iTjtROPrwu88UKWZFPdmktIwwUPBYkawsVLQS7AZEczz7rTv1r2GNwNaJn5J6lDif+N997M3kCRLqDCEY60D30tNmGNlGOF0WutlmqaYjPGQBpYKnFAd5rNcU3RilQGKpbJPGDRTf27kONF6kkR2ssihF71C/MsLMhNfhjkTaWaoIPNDccaRkagoCQ2YosTwiSWYKGb/isgIK0yMrbJmo/uLQZdJ+6zhew3/7rzevCo7q8IRHMMp+HABTbiBW2gBAQmP8AyvzpPz4rw57/PRilPuHMIvOB/fkYWY5w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Xv+GcGXQiLHGE+Dm0jRgDiJGpiE=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCfUgbymQ6aYdOZsLMjVBCP8ONC0Xc+jXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknTAQ36HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jUo1ZS2qhNLdkBgmuGQt5ChYN9GMxKFgnXBym/udJ6YNV/IBpwkLYjKSPOKUoJV6/ZjgmBKRPc4G1ZpX9+ZwV4lfkBoUaA6qX/2homnMJFJBjOn5XoJBRjRyKtis0k8NSwidkBHrWSpJzEyQzSPP3DOrDN1IafskunP190ZGYmOmcWgn84hm2cvF/7xeitF1kHGZpMgkXXwUpcJF5eb3u0OuGUUxtYRQzW1Wl46JJhRtSxVbgr988ippX9R9r+7fX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHH66gAXfQhBZQUPAMr/DmoPPivDsfi9GSU+wcwx84nz+UxpFv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7zge+kepXUXCrTAqEQZ40NrMRLY=">AAACF3icjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJdFNy4V7EOmQ8mkmTY0kwxJRihDP8OFG3/FjYhb3fk3ZtpZaOvCA4HDOfdyc06YcKaN6345pZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd6+6f9DWMlWEtojkUnVDrClngrYMM5x2E0VxHHLaCcdXud95oEozKe7MJKFBjIeCRYxgYyW/F2MzIphn99N+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMC/xvvVz97A0nSmApDONba99zEBBlWhhFOp5VeqmmCyRgPqW+pwDHVQTbLNUUnVhmgSCr7hEEz9edGhmOtJ3FoJ/McetHLxb88PzXRRZAxkaSGCjI/FKUcGYnyktCAKUoMn1iCiWL2r4iMsMLE2CorNrq3GHSZtM/qnlv3bs9rzcuiszIcwTGcggcNaMI13EALCEh4hGd4dZ6cF+fNeZ+Plpxi5xB+wfn4BpMvmOg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7zge+kepXUXCrTAqEQZ40NrMRLY=">AAACF3icjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJdFNy4V7EOmQ8mkmTY0kwxJRihDP8OFG3/FjYhb3fk3ZtpZaOvCA4HDOfdyc06YcKaN6345pZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd6+6f9DWMlWEtojkUnVDrClngrYMM5x2E0VxHHLaCcdXud95oEozKe7MJKFBjIeCRYxgYyW/F2MzIphn99N+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMC/xvvVz97A0nSmApDONba99zEBBlWhhFOp5VeqmmCyRgPqW+pwDHVQTbLNUUnVhmgSCr7hEEz9edGhmOtJ3FoJ/McetHLxb88PzXRRZAxkaSGCjI/FKUcGYnyktCAKUoMn1iCiWL2r4iMsMLE2CorNrq3GHSZtM/qnlv3bs9rzcuiszIcwTGcggcNaMI13EALCEh4hGd4dZ6cF+fNeZ+Plpxi5xB+wfn4BpMvmOg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7zge+kepXUXCrTAqEQZ40NrMRLY=">AAACF3icjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJdFNy4V7EOmQ8mkmTY0kwxJRihDP8OFG3/FjYhb3fk3ZtpZaOvCA4HDOfdyc06YcKaN6345pZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd6+6f9DWMlWEtojkUnVDrClngrYMM5x2E0VxHHLaCcdXud95oEozKe7MJKFBjIeCRYxgYyW/F2MzIphn99N+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMC/xvvVz97A0nSmApDONba99zEBBlWhhFOp5VeqmmCyRgPqW+pwDHVQTbLNUUnVhmgSCr7hEEz9edGhmOtJ3FoJ/McetHLxb88PzXRRZAxkaSGCjI/FKUcGYnyktCAKUoMn1iCiWL2r4iMsMLE2CorNrq3GHSZtM/qnlv3bs9rzcuiszIcwTGcggcNaMI13EALCEh4hGd4dZ6cF+fNeZ+Plpxi5xB+wfn4BpMvmOg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="b4HLEbhr7TEtaehBb4ygFYyuiV8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipGQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AyvGM6g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Ti+/2yet3GYo8fKSUbiWGmAzwM=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsixDJoY2nAPCBZwuzkbjJkdnaZmRXCki+wsPFXbERs7e38GyfJFppYeGDgcM653LknSATXxnW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbD6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqhP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjn+F++XP3uDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfza+ZkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP150RGI60nUWCTETUjvezNxL+8bmrCKz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMqiEDrpAZMbGEMsXtXwkbUUWZsQWW7One8qGrpHVR9dyq17is1K/zzopwAqdwDh7UoA63cAdNYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b876IFpx85hh+wfn4Bi8jlGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Ti+/2yet3GYo8fKSUbiWGmAzwM=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsixDJoY2nAPCBZwuzkbjJkdnaZmRXCki+wsPFXbERs7e38GyfJFppYeGDgcM653LknSATXxnW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbD6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqhP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjn+F++XP3uDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfza+ZkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP150RGI60nUWCTETUjvezNxL+8bmrCKz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMqiEDrpAZMbGEMsXtXwkbUUWZsQWW7One8qGrpHVR9dyq17is1K/zzopwAqdwDh7UoA63cAdNYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b876IFpx85hh+wfn4Bi8jlGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Ti+/2yet3GYo8fKSUbiWGmAzwM=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsixDJoY2nAPCBZwuzkbjJkdnaZmRXCki+wsPFXbERs7e38GyfJFppYeGDgcM653LknSATXxnW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbD6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqhP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjn+F++XP3uDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfza+ZkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP150RGI60nUWCTETUjvezNxL+8bmrCKz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMqiEDrpAZMbGEMsXtXwkbUUWZsQWW7One8qGrpHVR9dyq17is1K/zzopwAqdwDh7UoA63cAdNYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b876IFpx85hh+wfn4Bi8jlGM=</latexit>

space Y

f
<latexit sha1_base64="b4HLEbhr7TEtaehBb4ygFYyuiV8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipGQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AyvGM6g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Ti+/2yet3GYo8fKSUbiWGmAzwM=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsixDJoY2nAPCBZwuzkbjJkdnaZmRXCki+wsPFXbERs7e38GyfJFppYeGDgcM653LknSATXxnW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbD6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqhP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjn+F++XP3uDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfza+ZkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP150RGI60nUWCTETUjvezNxL+8bmrCKz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMqiEDrpAZMbGEMsXtXwkbUUWZsQWW7One8qGrpHVR9dyq17is1K/zzopwAqdwDh7UoA63cAdNYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b876IFpx85hh+wfn4Bi8jlGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Ti+/2yet3GYo8fKSUbiWGmAzwM=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsixDJoY2nAPCBZwuzkbjJkdnaZmRXCki+wsPFXbERs7e38GyfJFppYeGDgcM653LknSATXxnW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbD6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqhP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjn+F++XP3uDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfza+ZkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP150RGI60nUWCTETUjvezNxL+8bmrCKz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMqiEDrpAZMbGEMsXtXwkbUUWZsQWW7One8qGrpHVR9dyq17is1K/zzopwAqdwDh7UoA63cAdNYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b876IFpx85hh+wfn4Bi8jlGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Ti+/2yet3GYo8fKSUbiWGmAzwM=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsixDJoY2nAPCBZwuzkbjJkdnaZmRXCki+wsPFXbERs7e38GyfJFppYeGDgcM653LknSATXxnW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbD6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqhP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjn+F++XP3uDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfza+ZkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP150RGI60nUWCTETUjvezNxL+8bmrCKz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMqiEDrpAZMbGEMsXtXwkbUUWZsQWW7One8qGrpHVR9dyq17is1K/zzopwAqdwDh7UoA63cAdNYIDwCM/w6jw5L86b876IFpx85hh+wfn4Bi8jlGM=</latexit>
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Figure 3.2 An example of mapping from design space X to objective space
Y, with two directives and two design objectives (e.g., power and delay). We
need to learn a black-box function f to bridge X and Y, so as to simulate the
FPGA design tool.

In Bayesian optimization, firstly, a set of initial configura-
tions is randomly sampled from the design space X and passed
into the FPGA design tools to get the performance values. These
initial data are used to build a surrogate model to mimic the ob-
jective function. Secondly, the BO algorithm iteratively selects
a new configuration from the design space for evaluation under
the guidance of an acquisition function and then updates the
surrogate model accordingly. Finally, the optimal HLS directive
configuration is the best one explored by the BO algorithm in
the optimization process. Three essential elements in Bayesian
optimization are as follows:

1) Surrogate model: to optimize the black-box objective
function f : X→ Y, BO learns a probabilistic surrogate model to
predict the function value and quantifies the uncertainty of the
predictions. A commonly used surrogate model is the Gaussian
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process (GP) model.
2) Acquisition function α(·) is used as a score function to

evaluate the utility of a candidate point x ∈ X with respect to
finding the optimums of the optimization problem. The acquisi-
tion function should balance the exploitation of already-sampled
configurations and the exploration of un-sampled configurations
in the design space. It is built on the already-sampled con-
figurations and utilizes this prior knowledge (i.e., exploitation)
to evaluate the un-sampled configurations (i.e., exploration).
There are some popular acquisition functions, such as expected
improvement (EI), upper confident bound (UCB), lower confi-
dence bound (LCB), and entropy search (ES) [85].

3) Optimization procedure iteratively samples a config-
uration from X based on the acquisition function α(·) in each
optimization step and updates the surrogate model accordingly.
This process continues until convergency (i.e., no performance
improvement in several steps).

3.2.2 Multi-objective Optimization

In the optimization problem of HLS directives, there are multiple
objectives to be minimized, e.g., power, delay, and consumption
of various types of resources. No matter whether the design-
ers clearly emphasize the single-objective or multi-objective in
their problems or not, these multiple objectives should always
be considered to guarantee the system’s performance. Without
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loss of generality, our goal is to minimize a group of objectives
f 1(x), f 2(x), · · · , fM(x),∀x ∈ X. Denote the objective values
of the x as f(x) = [f 1(x), f 2(x), . . . , fM(x)]⊤. These M ob-
jectives would possibly conflict with each other. Finding one
solution that minimizes all of these objectives simultaneously is
difficult. Practically, to strike a balance between these objec-
tives, we want to identify the Pareto-optimal set.

Definition 1 (Pareto optimality). In an M-dimension mini-
mization problem, an objective vector f(x) is said to dominate
f(x′) if

∀i ∈ [1,M ], f i(x) ≤ f i(x′) and

∃j ∈ [1,M ], f j(x) < f j(x′).
(3.1)

A point x is Pareto-optimal if there is no other x′ in de-
sign space satisfying that f(x′) dominates f(x). In the whole
design space, the set of points that are not dominated by oth-
ers is called the Pareto-optimal set, denoted as Y∗ ∈ Y. For
the Pareto-optimal designs, there does not exist an alternative
choice that can improve every objective without sacrificing oth-
ers. In multi-objective optimization problems, the realistic and
accurate goal is to identify the Pareto-optimal set containing
all the Pareto-optimal directive configurations. In the previ-
ous works on HLS optimization, the M objective functions are
solved independently [83], while we proposed to combine them
together by a correlation method.
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3.2.3 Multi-fidelity Optimization

Definition 2 (Fidelity). Fidelity refers to the degree to which a
model reproduces the state of a real-world project or application.
It is therefore a measure of the realism of the model. Straight-
forwardly, lower fidelity means that the model has lower data
accuracy and the higher fidelity is more accurate.

Definition 3 (Multi-fidelity Model). For a multi-fidelity prob-
lem, each fidelity l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} corresponds to a objective
function fl(x). The multi-fidelity model can be defined as:

fl+1(x) = z(fl(x),x), (3.2)

where z(·) is an aggregation function. In our context, l = 1

means hls, l = 2 means syn, and l = 3 means impl.

High Level 

Synthesis Stage
Logic Synthesis Stage Implementation Stage

HLS Model

(Low Fidelity Model)

Syn Model

(Middle Fidelity Model)

Impl Model

(High Fidelity Model)

FPGA Flow Level

Model Level

l = 1, fhls
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l = 2, fsyn
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Figure 3.3 The correspondence relationships between the design stages in the
FPGA design flow and the multiple models and fidelities in the model level.

We need to define three objective functions for the three
stages, i.e., {fhls, fsyn, fimpl}. As shown in Fig. 3.1(a), the later
stages return more accurate reports, at the cost of consuming
longer running times and more computation resources. There-
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fore, the objective functions for the later stages with more ac-
curate reports would have higher fidelities. The correspondence
relationships are shown in Fig. 3.3. There are three models, the
HLS model, the Syn model, and the Impl model corresponding
to the HLS stage, the Syn stage, and the Impl stage, respec-
tively. That is why it is called multi-fidelity optimization.

In the Bayesian optimization, we define three surrogate mod-
els to mimic the objective functions for the three stages, and
three acquisition functions to evaluate the utilities of new con-
figurations on these three surrogate models respectively. For
convenience, we treat the design stage of FPGA design flow and
model fidelity of algorithms as equivalent and do not distinguish
between them, e.g., the lower fidelity implicitly means the lower
design stage and vice versa.

3.2.4 Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian process (GP) regression [96] is a flexible method to
model the objective function, which is specified by a mean func-
tion µ(x) and a covariance function k(x,x′) of the objective
f(x) as follows:

µ(x) = E[f(x)],

k(x,x′) = E[(f(x)− µ(x))(f(x′)− µ(x′))].
(3.3)

The mean function µ(x) provides the prior estimations of the
objective value for input x, and typically a constant mean func-
tion µ(x) = µ0 is widely used. As to the covariance function
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k(x,x′), the common form is the squared exponential function
of x:

k(x,x′) = λ2 exp(−1
2
(x− x′)⊤Λ(x− x′)), (3.4)

where Λ = diag(λ−21 , λ−22 , · · · , λ−2D ) is the diagonal length scale
matrix, and λ2 is used to scale the variance of the model.

Define a known single-objective training set {X,Y}, where
X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn} is a set of directive configurations and
Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yn} is the corresponding single-objective value
set. Assume that the objective function f(x) is influenced by
the independent and identical zero-mean Gaussian noise ϵe ∼
N(0, σ2

e). Therefore, we have the relationship between directive
configuration and its corresponding performance yi = f(xi)+ϵe,
with i = 1, · · · , n.

For a newly sampled configuration x∗ and its corresponding
objective function f ∗, the joint distribution between f ∗ and the
data set Y which is already sampled in previous steps is defined
as follows:

p(Y, f ∗) = N(

µ0

µ0

 ,

K(X) + σ2
eI k(X,x∗)

k⊤(X,x∗) k(x∗,x∗)

), (3.5)

where k(X,x∗) is a vector of covariance values between x∗ and
all of the configurations in X, and K(X) is the intra-covariance
matrix among configurations in X, i.e., K(X)i,j = k(xi,xj) with
xi,xj ∈ X. According to the Bayes’ theorem, the posterior
distribution is obtained by:

p(f ∗|Y) = p(Y, f ∗)∫
p(Y, f ∗)df ∗ = N(µ(x∗),Σ(x∗)), (3.6)
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with

µ(x∗) = µ0 + k⊤(X,x∗)[K(X) + σ2
eI]
−1(Y− µ0),

Σ(x∗) = k(x∗,x∗)− k⊤(X,x∗)[K(X) + σ2
eI]
−1k(X,x∗).

(3.7)

Before the posterior is calculated, the hyper-parameters Λ, λ
and σe need to be determined by maximum likelihood estimation
as follows:

max
Λ,λ,σe

(Y− µ0)
⊤(K(X) + σ2

eI)
−1(Y− µ0) + log |K(X) + σe

nI|,

(3.8)
which can be handled by gradient-based methodologies.

3.2.5 Overview of Our Method

A correlated multi-objective multi-fidelity deep kernel learning
GP-based Bayesian Optimization algorithm is proposed to ex-
plore the Pareto solutions of HLS directives. The main tech-
niques include the construction of design space, surrogate mod-
els and acquisition functions, and optimal configuration selec-
tion. In constructing design space, HLS directives are trans-
formed into numerical vectors to perform GP-based Bayesian
optimization. Besides, a pruning method is proposed to shrink
design space so that the downstream GP-based Bayesian Opti-
mization can explore design space more efficiently. In construct-
ing surrogate models, we combine deep kernel learning with GP
to learn better feature representations flexibly. In construct-
ing acquisition functions, we use the expected improvement of
Pareto hypervolume as a metric to select the most representative
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configuration to run the FPGA design tool. Then performance
values obtained from the FPGA design tool and the correspond-
ing configuration are used to extend the dataset and update the
models. All techniques mentioned above are used to achieve
more efficient design space exploration. The brief optimization
flow is shown in Fig. 3.4. In Section 3.5, the overall detailed op-
timization flow and algorithm framework are provided to solve
the optimization problems of HLS directives.

Construct 

Configuration Space
Sample Initial Set

Construct Surrogate Models

 (Deep Kernel Learning Functions + GPs)

Construct Acquisition 

Functions

Select Optimal Configuration

Update Sampled Set
Satisfy Stopping 

Criterion?
Get Pareto Configurations

No

Yes

Figure 3.4 The brief flow of our method for HLS directives optimization.

3.3 HLS Directive Design Space

To construct the design space X, we enumerate the designs, con-
duct the design space pruning to remove infeasible configura-
tions and encode the directive configurations as feature vectors.
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3.3.1 Design Space and Space Pruning

Some HLS directives are widely used, including pipelining, loop
unrolling, and array partitioning, etc. These directives are espe-
cially popular in DNN-based applications which are composed
of many dense matrix operations. Some typical dense matrix
operations include fully connected operations, convolutional op-
erations, and general matrix multiplication (GEMM). In general
applications, the codes are composed of several for-loops, some
arrays, and related computations. The design space can be gen-
erated by direct permutations and combinations of directives.

However, some directives are conflicting and some are obvi-
ously non-optimal, especially for loop unrolling and array par-
titioning. Infeasible configurations may increase optimization
workloads. For example, for an array used in a for-loop, if the
array partitioning factor is less than the loop unrolling factor,
this loop may not be unrolled successfully because the visits to
the array are limited by the partitioning factor [4]. If the ar-
ray partitioning factor is greater than the loop unrolling factor,
more memory resources are consumed without increasing the
system parallelism. Under this circumstance, compatible direc-
tives and factors are the best. A design space pruning method
is proposed to help solve this problem, as shown in Algorithm 1.
The inputs are high-level language descriptions and a file that
indicates which directives are to be analyzed.

Fig. 3.5 shows an example. There are two arrays A and B,
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Algorithm 1 The Pseudo-code of Pruning Method
1: Inputs: High-level programming language source code, and a directive

file;
2: Outputs: Pruned design space X, initially X← ∅;
3: Construct a graph for each array, with itself as the root node and related

loops as children nodes;
4: Merge graphs with common nodes, denote the set of graphs as T;
5: for all graph ti ∈ T do
6: for root (array) node aj in ti do
7: for partitioning factor fk of aj do
8: Assign fk to aj;
9: Assign a unrolling factor to each loop node in ti;

10: Backtrack from leaf nodes, assign partitioning factors to array
nodes in ti, except aj;

11: end for
12: Record feasible configurations of aj as set Cj;
13: X← X ∪ Cj;
14: end for
15: end for
16: Traverse X and remove repeated configurations;
17: return Pruned design space X.
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for L1 in range(0,N1):

for L2 in range(0,N2):

for L3 in range(0,N3):

op(A[ L1 * 10 + L2 ])

op(B[ L1 * 10 + L3 ])

op(A[ L1 * 10 + L3 ])

(a)

A B

L1

L2 L3

A

L1

L2 L3

B

L1

L3

(b)

Figure 3.5 An example of design space pruning method. (a) Code with three
loops and two arrays. L1 is the outer loop. L2 and L3 are the inner parallel
loops. (b) Graphs of array A and B, and the merged graph.

and three loops L1, L2, and L3 in Fig. 3.5(a). Two graphs are
built for A and B, with arrays as root nodes and loops as non-
root nodes, as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The outer loop L1 is the
leaf node and nested loops L2 and L3 are non-leaf nodes. These
two graphs are merged since they share some common nodes
L3 and L1. To help understand the common nodes of the two
arrays, we build two graphs separately and then merge them.
Merging trees can also be finished while constructing the graphs
for arrays and there is no effect on the results. In each graph, the
factor of each child node is determined by its parents. Two types
of array partitioning are considered here, CYCLIC and BLOCK, as
shown in Fig. 2.2.

If we partition A with type CYCLIC, then we will assign un-
rolling factors for L2 and L3. But we will not unroll L1. In other
words, the unrolling factor is 1, because L1 is incompatible with
CYCLIC partitioning of A and unrolling of L2 and L3. After
that, we will backtrack from L1 to assign CYCLIC partitioning
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factors to B because A and B are in the same loop L3 and their
partitioning types should be the same. In the graph, they are
connected by the common node L3.

If we partition array A with type BLOCK, we will set the un-
rolling factors of L2 and L3 as 1. The reason is that the unrolling
of these two loops is incompatible with BLOCK of A. But we can
unroll loop L1 successfully because they are compatible. After
that, we will backtrack from L1 to B, to partition array B with
type BLOCK.

In this process, all factors will be checked whether they are
compatible, and more domain knowledge can be used here if
wanted. All of the compatible configurations are added into a
configuration set CA belonging to A. After identifying CA and
adding CA into X, we can conduct the same configuration as-
signment process starting at array B in the merged graph. Note
that finally, we will traverse X again to remove repeated config-
urations. The invalid and incompatible directive configurations
are pruned with the graph-based method, which also eases the
optimization task. For the applications with extremely large
design spaces, sampling techniques can be adopted, e.g., Monte
Carlo-based sampling with reparameterization trick [134, 135].
Therefore, our proposed method can be used to explore large
design spaces efficiently.
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3.3.2 Encoding of Directive Configurations

The GP, as a typical machine learning model, can only work
on numerical values. Therefore, it is necessary to transform the
non-numerical design parameters, such as unroll and inline, into
numerical arrays. The TRUE/FALSE factors are represented as
0 or 1 directly. The directives which have several factors are rep-
resented as normalized features, e.g., three factors {2, 5, 10} are
encoded as {0, 0.375, 1}. The normalization can adjust all fea-
tures to the same scale and allows for a more uniform influence
for all weights and faster convergence on learning [16]. If the
partitioning factor 2 has good performances, we will conjecture
that 5 is better than 10 because 5 is closer to 2. Fig. 3.6 shows
an example. In this example, there are two HLS directives and
six configurations in the design space. More directives with fac-
tors are included in the experiments, e.g., pipelining and array
partitioning. The final feature vector for a code segment is the
concatenations and combinations of features of all the directives
in this segment.

comp(int in[10], int out[10]): 

#PRAGMA HLS INLINE={ON, OFF}

for(i = 0; i < 10; i ++) { 

in[i] = out[i];

#PRAGMA HLS UNROLL factor={2,5,10}

}

{1, 0}

{0,0.375,1}

[1,0] [1,0.375] [1,1]

[0,0] [0,0.375] [0,1]

Figure 3.6 An example of directive encoding.
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3.4 Correlated Multi-objective Multi-fidelity
Models and Deep Kernel Functions

In this section, non-linear multi-fidelity models and correlated
multi-objective models are described in Section 3.4.1 and Sec-
tion 3.4.2 and are enhanced by deep kernel functions in Sec-
tion 3.4.4.

3.4.1 Non-linear Multi-Fidelity Model

Traditionally, in HLS directive designs, the relationship among
the multiple stages (fidelities) is assumed to be linear. For exam-
ple, in [83], higher fidelity estimates scale the lower fidelity out-
put by a factor and add an independent GP to model the remain-
ing differences. However, it is not suitable and weak for the ap-
plications where these three FPGA design stages exhibit strong
complicated correlations. Therefore, non-linear models are pro-
posed to further exploit the corresponding non-linear relation-
ships between the low- and high-fidelity objective functions. The
non-linear model can be formulated as Equation (3.9).

fi+1(x) = z(fi(x),x) + fe(x),∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L− 1}, (3.9)

where z(·) is the non-linear function and is modeled by a GP
model, and fe(x) is the error term which is also defined as a
GP model. The outputs fi(x) of the early stage (low Fidelity)
model are concatenated with the directive encoding features x

as the input features to the later stage (high fidelity) GP model.
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Figure 3.7 Normalized delay values of the three fidelities. The X-axis is the
index of the design. We assign indices for these designs according to their
directive values in increasing order. (a) GEMM (general matrix multiplication).
(b) SPMV_ELLPACK (sparse matrix-vector multiplication using the ELLPACK
format).

Delay values of two benchmarks are shown in Fig. 3.7 as ex-
amples to illustrate the complex non-linear relationships among
the three fidelities. In the general matrix multiplication (GEMM),
delay values of the configurations in the three fidelities are highly
overlapping. For the sparse matrix-vector multiplication using
the ELLPACK format (SPMV_ELLPACK), delay values in the three
fidelities show high divergences. The high divergences of various
applications make it hard to regress the relationships accurately
by using traditional linear models. Obviously, using non-linear
models is a wise and general choice to handle various applica-
tions.
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3.4.2 Correlated Multi-Objective Model

To learn and measure the Pareto set for the multi-objective op-
timization problem, we introduce the expected improvement of
Pareto hypervolume (EIPV) [105] and define it as the acquisi-
tion function. Firstly, we will clarify the concept of the expected
improvement of Pareto hypervolume. Secondly, we will define
the probability model and compute the value of the expected
improvement.

Assume that in current optimization step t + 1, we already
have a Pareto-optimal set D = {X∗,Y∗}, with X∗ = {xs}ts=1,
and Y∗ = {ys}ts=1. Note that D is the Pareto-optimal set of the
designs explored in the previous t steps. A virtual configuration
point vref ∈ RM is defined as the reference point, which is dom-
inated by Y∗, i.e., ys ⪰ vref

1 for ∀ys ∈ Y∗. vref does not have
physical meanings and is only for the ease of computations. In
the experiments, we can directly assign extremely large values
which usually do not occur in practical scenarios to vref , e.g.,
100W for power. The Pareto hypervolume with respect to vref

in the objective space is defined as Equation (3.10).

PVvref
(Y∗) =

∫
RM

I[y ⪰ vref ]

[
1−

∏
u∈Y∗

I[u ⪰̸ y]

]
dy, (3.10)

where I(·) is the indicator function, which outputs 1 if its ar-
gument is true and 0 otherwise. This equation measures the

1“⪰” denotes “dominate”. In this minimization problem, its numerical meaning is “≤”
as shown in Equation (3.1).
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volume of the objective space composed of configurations which
dominate vref but are dominated by at least one configuration
in Y∗. The greater the volume is, the better the Pareto set is.

Greedily, in each operation step, we want to sample a con-
figuration which can lead to the highest expected improvement
of the Pareto hypervolume. Here the “expected” comes from
the uncertainty information of the predicted performance val-
ues of GP models. We will estimate the expected improvements
for the un-sampled configurations and select the configuration
which leads to the largest expected improvement. The expected
improvement is defined as Equation (3.11).

EIPV(xt+1|D) = Ep(y(xt+1)|D)

[
PVvref

(Y∗ ∪ y(xt+1))− PVvref
(Y∗)

]
.

(3.11)
An example of the Pareto hypervolume is shown in Fig. 3.8.

The objective space is divided into cells according to the lo-
cations of the currently found Pareto set. Orange points are
Pareto points and blue points are dominated. Blank cells are
dominated while light yellow cells are not. Volume of the blank
cells is the current Pareto hypervolume. We can decompose the
whole objective space into grid cells to simplify the integration
of Equation (3.10), as shown in Fig. 3.8(a). The decomposition
is according to the locations of the found Pareto-optimal con-
figurations in the objective space. The corresponding objective
values at these two axes are b1i and b2i . We denote the non-
dominated cells as Cnd. Then Equation (3.11) is simplified as
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<latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit>

Delay(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit>

Power(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit>

b
2

4
<latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE 33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQS yhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE 33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQS yhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE 33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQS yhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE 33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQS yhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit>

b
2

3
<latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyi b7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgS yhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyi b7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgS yhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyi b7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgS yhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyi b7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgS yhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit>

b
2

2
<latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfo G24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWU KW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfo G24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWU KW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfo G24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWU KW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfo G24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWU KW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit>

b
2

1
<latexit sha1_base64="kuRQqZBob57nGv+XGzZhtauBvh4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftj3Huv9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD1uOKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kuRQqZBob57nGv+XGzZhtauBvh4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftj3Huv9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD1uOKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kuRQqZBob57nGv+XGzZhtauBvh4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftj3Huv9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD1uOKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kuRQqZBob57nGv+XGzZhtauBvh4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftj3Huv9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD1uOKg==</latexit>

vref
<latexit sha1_base64="cgrH3U9Q8idZosSVAJ1Big1dghM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxi y3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7nO/M0WleSyfzCxBP6IjyUPOqLFSZzrIFIbzQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwXumnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLcObmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9iwLbGVEz1qteLv7n9VIT3voZl0lqULLlojAVxMQk/50MuUJmxMwS yhS3txI2pooyYxOq2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl17/G61rgr4ijDGZzDJXhwAw14gCa0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH7Efj8Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cgrH3U9Q8idZosSVAJ1Big1dghM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxi y3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7nO/M0WleSyfzCxBP6IjyUPOqLFSZzrIFIbzQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwXumnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLcObmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9iwLbGVEz1qteLv7n9VIT3voZl0lqULLlojAVxMQk/50MuUJmxMwS yhS3txI2pooyYxOq2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl17/G61rgr4ijDGZzDJXhwAw14gCa0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH7Efj8Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cgrH3U9Q8idZosSVAJ1Big1dghM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxi y3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7nO/M0WleSyfzCxBP6IjyUPOqLFSZzrIFIbzQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwXumnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLcObmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9iwLbGVEz1qteLv7n9VIT3voZl0lqULLlojAVxMQk/50MuUJmxMwS yhS3txI2pooyYxOq2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl17/G61rgr4ijDGZzDJXhwAw14gCa0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH7Efj8Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cgrH3U9Q8idZosSVAJ1Big1dghM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7nO/M0WleSyfzCxBP6IjyUPOqLFSZzrIFIbzQbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwXumnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLcObmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9iwLbGVEz1qteLv7n9VIT3voZl0lqULLlojAVxMQk/50MuUJmxMwS yhS3txI2pooyYxOq2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl17/G61rgr4ijDGZzDJXhwAw14gCa0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH7Efj8Y=</latexit>

(a)

b
1

1
<latexit sha1_base64="SzmzZXmUxQwc2s6db1xg9ZcmS/A=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIoCcpePFYwW0L7VqyabYNzSZLkhXK0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmRangxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHLaMyTVlAlVC6ExHDBJcs sNwK1kk1I0kkWDsa38789hPThiv5YCcpCxMylDzmlFgnBVEfP+J+tebX/TnQKsEFqUGBZr/61RsomiVMWiqIMV3spzbMibacCjat9DLDUkLHZMi6jkqSMBPm82On6MwpAxQr7UpaNFd/T+QkMWaSRK4zIXZklr2Z+J/XzWx8HeZcppllki4WxZlAVqHZ52jANaNWTBwh VHN3K6Ijogm1Lp+KCwEvv7xKWhd17Nfx/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzwHAFDbiDJgRAgcMzvMKbJ70X7937WLSWvGLmGP7A+/wBDdeOKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SzmzZXmUxQwc2s6db1xg9ZcmS/A=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIoCcpePFYwW0L7VqyabYNzSZLkhXK0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmRangxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHLaMyTVlAlVC6ExHDBJcs sNwK1kk1I0kkWDsa38789hPThiv5YCcpCxMylDzmlFgnBVEfP+J+tebX/TnQKsEFqUGBZr/61RsomiVMWiqIMV3spzbMibacCjat9DLDUkLHZMi6jkqSMBPm82On6MwpAxQr7UpaNFd/T+QkMWaSRK4zIXZklr2Z+J/XzWx8HeZcppllki4WxZlAVqHZ52jANaNWTBwh VHN3K6Ijogm1Lp+KCwEvv7xKWhd17Nfx/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzwHAFDbiDJgRAgcMzvMKbJ70X7937WLSWvGLmGP7A+/wBDdeOKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SzmzZXmUxQwc2s6db1xg9ZcmS/A=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIoCcpePFYwW0L7VqyabYNzSZLkhXK0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmRangxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHLaMyTVlAlVC6ExHDBJcs sNwK1kk1I0kkWDsa38789hPThiv5YCcpCxMylDzmlFgnBVEfP+J+tebX/TnQKsEFqUGBZr/61RsomiVMWiqIMV3spzbMibacCjat9DLDUkLHZMi6jkqSMBPm82On6MwpAxQr7UpaNFd/T+QkMWaSRK4zIXZklr2Z+J/XzWx8HeZcppllki4WxZlAVqHZ52jANaNWTBwh VHN3K6Ijogm1Lp+KCwEvv7xKWhd17Nfx/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzwHAFDbiDJgRAgcMzvMKbJ70X7937WLSWvGLmGP7A+/wBDdeOKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SzmzZXmUxQwc2s6db1xg9ZcmS/A=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIoCcpePFYwW0L7VqyabYNzSZLkhXK0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmRangxvr+t1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHLaMyTVlAlVC6ExHDBJcs sNwK1kk1I0kkWDsa38789hPThiv5YCcpCxMylDzmlFgnBVEfP+J+tebX/TnQKsEFqUGBZr/61RsomiVMWiqIMV3spzbMibacCjat9DLDUkLHZMi6jkqSMBPm82On6MwpAxQr7UpaNFd/T+QkMWaSRK4zIXZklr2Z+J/XzWx8HeZcppllki4WxZlAVqHZ52jANaNWTBwh VHN3K6Ijogm1Lp+KCwEvv7xKWhd17Nfx/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzwHAFDbiDJgRAgcMzvMKbJ70X7937WLSWvGLmGP7A+/wBDdeOKQ==</latexit>

b
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="clWUsh69DCgmf3XZkQ9HCQXuO24=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftivP3r9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD12OKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="clWUsh69DCgmf3XZkQ9HCQXuO24=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftivP3r9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD12OKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="clWUsh69DCgmf3XZkQ9HCQXuO24=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftivP3r9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD12OKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="clWUsh69DCgmf3XZkQ9HCQXuO24=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFxyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4 jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKftivP3r9StWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmv3KV2+QsCzmCpmkxnQ9N8UgpxoFk3xa7mWGp5SN6ZB3LVU05ibI58dOyblVBiRKtC2FZK7+nshpbMwkDm1nTHFklr2Z+J/XzTC6DnKh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2ORkIzRnKiSWU aWFvJWxENWVo8ynbELzll1dJq17z3Jp3f1lt3BRxlOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBD12OKg==</latexit>

b
1

3
<latexit sha1_base64="cj8U/d0EPE4GkXsq3Fc7QU5MDFE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKepKCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDc R4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glP+xdPHq9StWtuTOQZeIVpAoFGr3KV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xS7maGp5SN6IB3LFU05ibIZ8dOyKlV+iRKtC2FZKb+nshpbMw4Dm1nTHFoFr2p+J/XyTC6DnKh0gy5YvNFUSYJJmT6OekLzRnKsSWU aWFvJWxINWVo8ynbELzFl5dJ87zmuTXv/rJavyniKMExnMAZeHAFdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kDEOOOKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cj8U/d0EPE4GkXsq3Fc7QU5MDFE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKepKCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDc R4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glP+xdPHq9StWtuTOQZeIVpAoFGr3KV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xS7maGp5SN6IB3LFU05ibIZ8dOyKlV+iRKtC2FZKb+nshpbMw4Dm1nTHFoFr2p+J/XyTC6DnKh0gy5YvNFUSYJJmT6OekLzRnKsSWU aWFvJWxINWVo8ynbELzFl5dJ87zmuTXv/rJavyniKMExnMAZeHAFdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kDEOOOKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cj8U/d0EPE4GkXsq3Fc7QU5MDFE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKepKCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDc R4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glP+xdPHq9StWtuTOQZeIVpAoFGr3KV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xS7maGp5SN6IB3LFU05ibIZ8dOyKlV+iRKtC2FZKb+nshpbMw4Dm1nTHFoFr2p+J/XyTC6DnKh0gy5YvNFUSYJJmT6OekLzRnKsSWU aWFvJWxINWVo8ynbELzFl5dJ87zmuTXv/rJavyniKMExnMAZeHAFdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kDEOOOKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cj8U/d0EPE4GkXsq3Fc7QU5MDFE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKepKCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDc R4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glP+xdPHq9StWtuTOQZeIVpAoFGr3KV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xS7maGp5SN6IB3LFU05ibIZ8dOyKlV+iRKtC2FZKb+nshpbMw4Dm1nTHFoFr2p+J/XyTC6DnKh0gy5YvNFUSYJJmT6OekLzRnKsSWU aWFvJWxINWVo8ynbELzFl5dJ87zmuTXv/rJavyniKMExnMAZeHAFdbiDBvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kDEOOOKw==</latexit>

b
1

4
<latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4dsXF90JJN3l2qKjkVZRFoFxFQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYNpCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0Jx HwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38789hPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/LB/+ej1qzW37s5BVolXkBoUaParX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJppZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JWdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfZm4n9eN8PoOsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQ poW9lbAR1ZShzadiQ/CWX14lrYu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHEmmOLA==</latexit>

Delay(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIfXQp2KACh79MN7G5FcyLUGJvU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBD14COjBYwTzgGQJs5PeZMjsw5lZcVnyE148KOLV3/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suNK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiWTYZJGIZMejCgUP sam5FtiJJdLAE9j2xtdTv/2IUvEovNdpjG5AhyH3OaPaSJ0bFDStPp32yxW7Zs9AlomTkwrkaPTLX71BxJIAQ80EVarr2LF2Myo1ZwInpV6iMKZsTIfYNTSkASo3m907ISdGGRA/kqZCTWbq74mMBkqlgWc6A6pHatGbiv953UT7l27GwzjRGLL5Ij8RREdk+jwZcIlM i9QQyiQ3txI2opIybSIqmRCcxZeXSeus5tg15+68Ur/K4yjCERxDFRy4gDrcQgOawEDAM7zCm/VgvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD1opj3w=</latexit>

Power(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x3pShr5jqw5KVTSvbzf7dU+XQd4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3AnghYWARvLCOYDkiPsbSbJkr29c3dPDUf+hI2FIrb+HTv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEsuDau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiWJYZ5GIVCugGgWX WDfcCGzFCmkYCGwGo+up33xApXkk78w4Rj+kA8n7nFFjpVYtekRVfjrtFktuxZ2BLBMvIyXIUOsWvzq9iCUhSsME1brtubHxU6oMZwInhU6iMaZsRAfYtlTSELWfzu6dkBOr9Eg/UrakITP190RKQ63HYWA7Q2qGetGbiv957cT0L/2UyzgxKNl8UT8RxERk+jzpcYXM iLEllClubyVsSBVlxkZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZxXMr3u15qXqVxZGHIziGMnhwAVW4gRrUgYGAZ3iFN+feeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH4hjj5o=</latexit>

b
2

4
<latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xnZA/Iv2dpo3hntl0WXS3kulMOo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQU9S8OKxgmkLbSyb7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHSSKYY+S0SiOiHVKLhE33AjsJMqpHEosB2Ob+d++wmV5ol8MJMUg5gOJY84o8ZKftivP9b65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxE18GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSatW9dyqd1+vNG7yOIpwBudwCR5cQQPuoAk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ABPtji0=</latexit>

b
2

3
<latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2fMQR9E5N3bVakwmX7163ZNltqU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFYwbSFNpbNdtIu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHtzO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMlP+xdPNZ65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSbNW9dyqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ABJnjiw=</latexit>

b
2

2
<latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfoG24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfoG24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfoG24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eFw0QrD8C1FMUOmPrI443ZN1g50=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CQFLx4rmLbQxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfoG24EdlKFNA4FtsPx7cxvP6HSPJEPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJDx/r/Xq/UnVr7hxklXgFqUKBZr/y1RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9zKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUnFtlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpZW8m/ud1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO2IXjLL6+SVr3muTXv/rLauCniKMEpnMEFeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDEN+OKw==</latexit>
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(b)

Figure 3.8 An example of minimizing power and delay.

Equation (3.12), where ∆C(x) is the volume of cell C ∈ Cnd.

EIPV(xt+1|D) =
∑
C∈Cnd

∆C(x) =
∑
C∈Cnd

∫
C

PVvc
(y)p(y|D)dy.

(3.12)
In Fig. 3.8(b), purple point minimizes the expected improvement
and is predicted to be the Pareto-optimal configuration. The
light purple cell is the corresponding expected improvement of
Pareto hypervolume.

Now we have clarified the concept of the expected improve-
ment of Pareto hypervolume. The next step is to define the
probability model p(y|D) and to further deduce the concrete
form of the expected improvements. In previous works [82, 83],
the multiple design objectives are predicted via several indepen-
dent Gaussian process models, though in real applications, they
are usually correlated. For example, to reduce system delay, we
may want to increase the system parallelism which means we
will consume much more on-chip resources, e.g., LUTs. There-
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fore, delay and resource consumption are negatively correlated.
But power and resource consumption are positively correlated
since that instantiating more on-chip resources would increase
power consumption simultaneously.

In this thesis, p(y|D) is modeled as a correlated multi-objective
GP model [15], as shown in Equation (3.13).

p(y|D) = N(y1, . . . , yM ;µ,Σ), (3.13)

where µ is the mean vector with length M and each element µi

in it is the mean value of objective f i. The covariance matrix Σ

is non-diagonal. Specifically, definition of the covariance value
is:

Σi,j = Cov(f i(x), f j(x′)) = Ki,jkC(x,x
′), (3.14)

where Ki,j is the similarity between objectives i and j and can
be obtained by maximizing likelihood estimation. kC is a covari-
ance function over X and is defined as automatic relevance de-
termination (ARD) Matérn 5/2 kernel to avoid over-smoothness
[109].

3.4.3 Combined Model

Our method has two novel modeling techniques, one for mod-
eling the multiple correlated objectives and one for modeling
the three fidelities (i.e., three FPGA design stages). At each fi-
delity, all of the objectives construct a correlated multi-objective
model. Its expected improvement function of Pareto hypervol-
ume is denoted as EIPVi(xt+1|D), with i ∈ {hls, syn, impl}. In
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the real FPGA design flow, obtaining results in different stages
costs different running times. To characterize the different costs,
an additional penalty term ρi is applied to augment EIPVi(xt+1)

as the penalized EIPV, termed as PEIPVi(xt+1|D):

PEIPVi(xt+1|D) = ρi · EIPVi(xt+1|D),

ρi =
Timpl

Ti
, i ∈ {hls, syn, impl},

(3.15)

where Ti is the time of running the FPGA design tool from
scratch to stage i. Finally, PEIPV functions in Equation (3.15)
are used as the acquisition functions in the Bayesian optimiza-
tion framework. For the designs that violate the design rules, no
valid reports are returned from the FPGA tool. Their simulation
performance is set to be 10× worse than the current worst-case,
to punish the illegal designs and teach the models. Fig. 3.9 visu-
alizes the structures of the combined models. The orange lines
represent the non-linear relationships. The blue lines represent
the inputs. Each fidelity has an acquisition function PEIPV.

3.4.4 Optimization Based on Deep Kernel Functions

The properties of the distributions over functions induced by a
GP are controlled by the kernel function, and the covariance ma-
trices implicitly depend on the hyper-parameters in the kernel
functions [34, 64, 132, 133, 140]. From this perspective, learning
better kernel functions is of vital importance to the performance
of the GP models. In the recent fewer years, deep neural net-
works have been shown to have powerful mechanisms to create
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Figure 3.9 The combined models, with three stages (fidelities) and three
objectives.

adaptive functions to discover meaningful representations of in-
put data. Therefore, we propose to use the deep neural network
as the deep kernel function in the GP models.

As mentioned above, the covariance value in the covariance
matrix Σ is defined as Equation (3.14), where kC is defined as
ARD Matérn 5/2 kernel. ARD Matérn 5/2 kernel [97] takes the
form:

kC(x,x
′) =

21−ν

Γ(ν)

(√
2νd

)
Kν

(√
2νd

)
,

d = (x− x′)⊤θ−1(x− x′),

(3.16)

where Γ is the gamma function, ν is the smoothness parameter
(ν = 5/2), Kν is a modified Bessel function of the second kind,
and θ is the parameters to be learned. Despite the complicated
form, it can be regarded as the inner product of the input fea-
ture vectors. Since the covariance only depends on the distances
between inputs, it is stationary. In different applications, it is
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hard to give a general and uniform representation for the differ-
ent feature vectors to characterize the complicated relationships
between the design configurations.

To improve the characterization ability of the kernel func-
tion, we propose to use deep neural networks to enhance the
kernel function, termed as deep kernel function, as shown in
Equation (3.17).

k′C(x,x
′) = kC(ϕW (x), ϕW (x′)|θ,W ), (3.17)

where ϕW (·) represents the neural network and W represents
the parameters in the network. Implicitly, that is equivalent
to learn a novel distance metric to enhance the distance d in
Equation (3.16), i.e.,

d′ = (ϕW (x)− ϕW (x′))⊤θ−1(ϕW (x)− ϕW (x′)). (3.18)

The structure of the model with deep kernel function is shown
in Fig. 3.10. The original input feature is x. And the learned
novel feature representation is ϕW (x). The learned feature of the
input configuration is ϕW (x). Then ϕW (x) is used as the inputs
to the GP models. The structure of our deep kernel function is
described in detail in the experiments.

The weight W of the neural network is a part of the parame-
ters in our method. For brevity, denote the multi-objective GP
model as GPΘ with parameters Θ. Parameters Θ and W are
optimized jointly, by maximizing the log marginal likelihood L

of the Gaussian process model. According to the chain rule of
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Figure 3.10 Our method combines the GP model GPΘ and the deep kernel
function ϕW .

the gradients, Θ and W can be updated according to:

∂L

∂Θ
=

∂L

∂KC

∂KC

∂Θ
,

∂L

∂W
=

∂L

∂KC

∂KC

∂ϕW (x)

∂ϕW (x)

∂W
,

(3.19)

where KC denotes the kernel functions which contain Ki,j in
Equation (3.14) and k′C in Equation (3.17), ∂KC

∂Θ represents the
derivatives of the kernel with respect to the kernel parameters.
∂KC

∂ϕW (x) represents the derivatives of the deep kernel with respect
to the neural network ϕW , while Θ is fixed. With this training
method, all of the parameters are trained jointly according to
a unified supervised objective, as part of the Gaussian process
framework, without requiring approximate Bayesian inference.
During training, the gradients are computed via back propaga-
tion.
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3.5 The Overall Optimization Flow

The Bayesian optimization method is adopted as the algorithm
skeleton to explore the Pareto-optimal directive configurations,
with the GP models as the surrogate models, and PEIPV func-
tions as the acquisition functions.
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DKLGPs

Figure 3.11 Detailed overall optimization flow.

Using data from later stages contributes to a more accurate
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surrogate model, at the cost of more simulation workloads to
obtain the performance values. If the results at the early FPGA
design stage are good enough, there is no need to run the FPGA
design tool to the later stages. In each optimization step of the
BO algorithm, for the surrogate model of each stage, we need
to consider the quality of the selected point and its acquisi-
tion value, so as to determine whether it is necessary to opti-
mize models of the later stages. For example, in one BO step,
PEIPVsyn is the best compared with PEIPVhls and PEIPVimpl,
at configuration xsyn. We will then run the FPGA design tool
with xsyn as the directive configuration input, to get the real
performance values at hls and syn stages. Finally, we will up-
date the surrogate models of hls and syn stages according to
these performance values. If PEIPVimpl is the best, we will run
the FPGA design tool to the final impl stage, and update the
models of hls, syn, and impl stages.

The overall optimization flow is detailed in Algorithm 2 and
Fig. 3.11. DKLGP denotes the deep kernel learning functions
and Gaussian process model. Firstly, we define and prune the
design space according to the tree-based method described in
Algorithm 1. Denote the generated design space as X. Sec-
ondly, we randomly sample some configurations from the design
space for initialization. The configurations for the higher fi-
delities (later FPGA stages) are subsets of the lower fidelities
(earlier FPGA stages), i.e., Ximpl ⊆ Xsyn ⊆ Xhls ⊆ X. These
configurations are then fed into the FPGA design tool to get
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Algorithm 2 The Bayesian Optimization-based Optimization Flow
1: Inputs: High-level programming language source code, optimization

steps Niter, early-stopping step SE;
2: Outputs: Pareto configuration set X∗ and objective value set Y∗, initially

X∗ ← ∅, Y∗ ← ∅;
3: Enumerate the design space and run tree-based pruning method, to get

pruned design space X; ▷ Section 3.3.1
4: Randomly sample initial sets Ximpl ⊆ Xsyn ⊆ Xhls ⊆ X;
5: Run FPGA tool to get the performance values Yi for Xi, with i ∈
{hls, syn, impl};

6: Initialize a surrogate model DKLGPi and an acquisition function PEIPVi

for each stage i according to {Xi,Yi}, with i ∈ {hls, syn, impl}; ▷

DKLGPi is our method with GPs and deep kernel learning functions
7: for t←1 to Niter do
8: for all stage i ∈ {hls, syn, impl} do
9: Update DKLGPi and PEIPVi according to {Xi,Yi};

10: x̂i ← arg maxx∈X PEIPVi(x); ▷ Select the candidate Pareto
configuration from X

11: end for
12: (x∗, h)← arg max(x̂i,i)

PEIPVi(x), with i ∈ {hls, syn, impl}; ▷

Determine the Pareto configuration
13: Run FPGA tool with x∗ up to stage h, to get yi, with i ∈ {hls, ..., h};
14: Xi ← Xi ∪ x∗, Yi ← Yi ∪ yi, with i ∈ {hls, ..., h};
15: X← X \ x∗; ▷ Remove x∗ from the design space
16: Compute current hypervolume hvt of {Ximpl,Yimpl};
17: if hvt has no improvements in the continuous SE steps then ▷

Early-stopping condition
18: break; ▷ Converge and exit the optimization process
19: end if
20: end for
21: Select Pareto configurations {X∗,Y∗} from {Ximpl,Yimpl}; ▷ Obtain the

final results from the exploration record
22: return Pareto configurations {X∗,Y∗}.
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real performance values Yi, with i ∈ {hls, syn, impl}. For each
stage, we initialize a surrogate model DKLGPi (i.e., GP model
with deep kernel learning function) and an acquisition function
PEIPVi. In each optimization time step, for each stage i, we
will select a configuration x̂i ∈ X which maximizes the expected
improvement PEIPVi. x̂i is regarded as the candidate Pareto
configuration of this stage. Then a node-stage pair (x∗, h) which
achieves the highest expected improvement is selected from the
three x̂i configurations. Here h denotes the stage index. x∗ is
our final choice of Pareto point in current optimization step. A
toy example on the surrogate models and PEIPV functions is
shown in Fig. 3.12. Red nodes are the sampled configurations.
Models of the lower stages have wider error ranges (light yel-
low fillers) since their fidelities are lower. Each stage selects a
configuration with the highest expected improvement, i.e., x1,
x2, and x3. x1 has the higher expected improvement compared
with x2 and x3. Therefore, in this optimization step, the HLS
stage is selected and x1 is sampled. We will pass the code to-
gether with configuration x∗ into the FPGA design tool, run the
tool up to stage h to get the performance values (i.e., yi, with
i = hls, ..., h). Record the configuration and performance values,
i.e., Xi ← Xi ∪ {x∗}, and Yi ← Yi ∪ {yi}, and update all of the
corresponding surrogate models and PEIPV functions. Then we
will start the next BO searching step. The final Pareto designs
{X∗,Y∗} found by our optimization method are computed from
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{Ximpl,Yimpl} 2.

HLS Model Syn Model Impl Model

x1

HLS PEIPV

x2

Syn PEIPV

x3

Impl PEIPV

Figure 3.12 A toy example to explain the models of the 3 stages (as shown
in Fig. 3.3) and their corresponding acquisition functions.

Note that in our framework, no additional model training
dataset is required. Some configurations are sampled from the
design space to initialize the models during the model initializa-
tion, i.e., train the model from scratch. These initial configura-
tions with their performance values {Xi,Yi}, i ∈ {hls, syn, impl}
are the initial training set. Then, new configurations are selected
from the design space in the iterative optimization process, ac-
cording to the expected improvements discussed above. These
newly sampled configurations are passed to the FPGA design
tool to get actual performance values and extend the training
set to tune the model further. The deep kernel modules and GP
modules are trained jointly according to Equation (3.19). The
process is repeatedly performed several times until convergence.

2Note that different from the optimization process, given a set with the known objective
values, the Pareto set of this set is deterministic and can be computed easily.
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Compared with our previous work CGP [117], considering
that the shallow structures of Gaussian process models limit the
ability to extract information from the input configurations, we
combine the deep kernel learning functions with GP models in
DCGP, as the enhancement of the kernel functions to learn bet-
ter feature representations flexibly. Based on this combination,
the proposed DCGP is expected to further improve significantly
the performance.

Our proposed method can be easily used to explore large de-
sign spaces. If the design space is large, our proposed pruning
method can effectively prune the design space since some direc-
tives are conflicting and some are obviously non-optimal (dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.1). Moreover, the sampling-based method
can handle the design space efficiently. The design space is spec-
ified by the users via configuration files, while also considering
the characteristics of FPGA designs. For example, the sizes of
memory blocks are the power of two. Further, considering the
required computation workloads in the applications, the num-
bers of candidate configurations of directives are limited. If in
some circumstances the design space is extremely large, we can
use sampling-based methods [134, 135] to help solve the prob-
lem.
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Table 3.1 Average Runtime of The FPGA Tool for Each Design

Benchmark HLS (s) Syn (s) Impl (s)

GEMM 137.75 1379.67 1744.61
iSmart2 2206.06 2895.15 4022.38

SORT_RADIX 166.66 917.01 1206.94
SPMV_ELLPACK 365.91 1528.81 1034.79

SPMV_CRS 1333.95 3614.51 1503.30
STENCIL3D 369.10 2082.25 969.29

Average 763.24 2069.57 1746.89

3.6 Experimental Results

In our experiments, the initial design space is defined by speci-
fying all of the possible locations of directives and their factors
in YAML files. We parse the YAML files and convert the direc-
tives to feature vectors and HLS TCL files. The target FPGA
board is Xilinx Virtex-7 VC707. The FPGA design tool is Xil-
inx Vivado 2018.2. Our correlated GP version “CGP” [117] is
implemented based on [15] and [105]. The deep version “DCGP”
is implemented based on BoTorch [11] and GPyTorch [43].

3.6.1 Integration of Optimization and Deployment

Here we recap the integration of the proposed Bayesian-based
optimization techniques and the Xilinx-based FPGA deploy-
ment flow, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The Xilinx-based FPGA design
tool (i.e., Vivado) is used in both the initialization and the iter-
ative optimization steps to obtain the performance reports. The
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HLS optimization directives sampled by our algorithm and the
HLS C/C++ sources codes are the inputs to the FPGA design
tool. We run the FPGA design tool for the input designs to
certain stages with the best acquisition values, according to the
acquisition functions in Equation (3.15).

Some HLS directive designs are initially sampled and syn-
thesized with the FPGA tool to build the models. Then, our
algorithm iteratively samples HLS directive designs from the de-
sign space and then synthesizes them with the FPGA tool. The
new designs and performance reports are utilized to update the
models. This process stops while convergence, i.e., the sampled
designs satisfy the performance requirements.

3.6.2 Objective Selection

Power, performance, and area (PPA) are three popular metrics.
To measure the system performance, we choose to use delay
(task time length), i.e., the product of latency and clock period.
Latency reflects how many clock cycles are needed to finish one
task. The clock period is the time length of each cycle, which
reflects the congestion information of the designs and is a key
design indicator for some applications. We use the utilization
of the look-up table (LUT) as the area (i.e., resource consump-
tion) metric. LUT can be used to implement the control logic
and simple computations. For tasks requiring high parallelism
designs, the LUT utilization is usually the key metric. Other re-
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source metrics (RAMs, DSPs, FFs) can also be easily integrated
into the multiple objectives in the same manner. Power as a
metric is directly used in the experiments. Compared to works
that consider only one or two metrics or linear combinations of
these metrics, our work is more practical and challenging.

3.6.3 Benchmarks and Methods

We conduct experiments on six benchmarks. Five are from the
open-source FPGA application benchmark MachSuite [98], i.e.,
GEMM, SORT_RADIX, SPMV_ELLPACK, SPMV_CRS, and STENCIL3D.
Another benchmark is iSmart2 [60], an object detection deep
neural network model deployed on FPGA. GEMM is the general
matrix multiplication which is widely used to implement the
convolutional operators, fully connected operations, and etc.
Both SPMV_ELLPACK and SPMV_CRS are for the sparse matrix-
vector multiplication while their storage formats are different
(ELLPACK format and CRS format). These two sparse computa-
tions are needed by the sparse neural networks. iSmart2 stacks
12 convolutional modules, including group convolutions, point-
wise convolutions, ReLU, pooling layers, and etc. Stencil3D is
the stencil operation used in numerical analysis. We consider
the unrolling and pipelining for the loops and partitioning for
the arrays. BRAM core is used as the storage resource. DSP48
and Mul_LUT are used as the computation resource cores. The
numbers of the consumed computation cores are influenced by
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Figure 3.13 Sizes of The Design Spaces Before and After Pruning.

loop unrolling. The storage volumes are influenced by array
partitioning. Achieving the optimal allocation solution is non-
trivial, while different resource allocations will affect other opti-
mization targets significantly. There are no particular directives
that can uniquely determine the allocations, thus making this
problem challenging. Our method uses the correlated multi-
objective method and deep kernel functions to help find the
optimal configurations. Loop tiling cannot be easily handled
by the HLS directives and requires more techniques provided
by the compilation toolchain (backend code generator). Each
benchmark contains a large number of possible configurations.
The average runtimes of the FPGA tool for these designs are
shown in TABLE 3.1. The sizes of the design spaces before and
after the pruning method are plotted in Fig. 3.13.

In the deep kernel function of DCGP, there are four fully
connected layers, with output dimensions 1000, 500, 50, and 6.
Each of the first three fully connected layers is appended with
a ReLU layer. The outputs of the deep kernel functions are the
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inputs of the GP models. The input features are enlarged into a
high-dimension space (i.e., 1000, and 500) by the deep model to
learn more information. The dimension is very large compared
with the original feature configurations, and that is why this
is called the deep method. Then the features are embedded to
learn key information with smaller dimensions (i.e., 50, and 6).

Four popular and representative methods are compared with
our methods. [83], shorted as FPL18, is also based on Bayesian
methods and the Gaussian process. The authors build linear
multi-fidelity and independent multi-objective models. [78], ab-
breviated as DAC19, defines several regression models to guide
the FPGA HLS designs with existing ASIC designs. Although
the starting points are different, their methods are transferable.
Post-HLS reports in our problem can be regarded as the ASIC
implementations, to predict the post-Implementation reports.
Randomized Transduction Experimental Design (RTED) pro-
posed by [77] is also used in DAC19 [78] to select better and
representative initialization configurations. Artificial neural net-
work (ANN) and Boosting tree (BT) methods have been used
in [33,121,151] to guide the back-end designs and achieve good
performances. For these regression algorithms, some configura-
tions are randomly sampled from the design space to initialize
these models. We use the post-Implementation reports as the
regression targets. For each objective, we build one model. Af-
ter all of the models are trained, the whole design space is fed
into these models to predict the Pareto points. For these learned
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Pareto points, we run the Xilinx Vivado design flow to get their
real reports. Note that these models are only used to learn the
relative numerical relationships to determine the Pareto points.
Besides, the various design objectives have performance values
that vary greatly in order of magnitude. To guarantee the stabil-
ity and robustness of the trained models, the performance values
are divided by estimated values to scale different target values
to a suitable range. For fairness, all of these algorithms use the
same feature encodings and design spaces as our method.

Different design objectives have distinctive ranges of perfor-
mance values, which would mislead the models significantly. For
example, the latencies are several seconds while the consump-
tions of LUTs are hundreds of thousands. The objective values
should be normalized during optimizations to avoid inappro-
priate data shifts. Considering that the maximum power and
hardware resources are specified for a known FPGA platform,
in practice, we can use these specifications to help adjust the
data magnitude. For delay, we estimate a scale factor accord-
ing to the delays obtained in the initialization stages (2 × of
the maximum in the initialization stages). Then the delays are
divided by the scale factor before feeding into the model.

3.6.4 Experimental Settings

For our methods and FPL18 [83], we run 10 tests on each bench-
mark and the results reported in the results are the averages.
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For each benchmark, 8 configurations are randomly sampled to
initialize the models. The maximum optimization step is 40 and
the early stopping factor is 5. There exists a trade-off between
the optimization costs and the quality of results. The experi-
mental results show that our methods converge after 30 steps.
Therefore, we choose to use 40 steps.

For ANN, we design a model with 2 hidden layers. We train
the model with {500, 1000, . . . , 5000} times. For the Boosting
method [33, 121, 151], we run a group of experiments, with tree
depth from 1 to 6, and learning rate in {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}.
In DAC19 [78], different numbers of initial sets are sampled to
build the models. Therefore, the number of initial sets is also
considered as a hyper-parameter, i.e., {3, 4, . . . , 11}. In experi-
ments of ANN, Boosting, and DAC19, for each benchmark, the
number of initialization configurations is 48. It is worth men-
tioning that some optimization techniques require initialization
and iterative optimization (e.g., ours and FPL18), while some
methods have only initialization steps (e.g., ANN). In practical
applications, with or without initializations and iterative opti-
mizations is not an issue since the target is to find the optimal
solutions. They both run the FPGA design tools to get the ac-
tual performance values. For each benchmark, we optimize the
configurations from scratch with no prior data. Therefore, the
fair comparisons should consider the overall costs of the initial-
izations and the iterative optimizations for different optimiza-
tion techniques. This kind of cost measures the overall overhead
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for the users to achieve final optimization results. The overall
costs are compared in Section 3.6.7. Although the maximum op-
timization step is 40, the optimization step is usually fewer than
40 because of the early stopping mechanism (i.e., convergence).

Two metrics are used to measure the performance: average
distance to reference set (ADRS) and overall runtime. ADRS
computes the distance between the learned Pareto set and the
real Pareto set [78].

ADRS(Γ,Ω) = 1

|Γ|
∑
γ∈Γ

min
ω∈Ω

f(γ, ω), (3.20)

where Ω is the learned Pareto set, Γ is the real Pareto set, f(γ, ω)
is the distance between two points, γ ∈ Γ and ω ∈ Ω, |Γ| is
the number of points in Γ. Overall runtime is the total time
needed to get all results, including initialization and iterative
optimization. To validate the effectiveness of our method, all the
configurations in the design space are run to obtain the whole
objective space, though consuming lots of time, huge amounts
of computation, and storage resources.

3.6.5 Results and Analysis

As mentioned above, all of the parameters are trained jointly
with a unified supervised objective based on the chain rule, as
shown in Equation (3.19). An example of the training loss and
parameters of our deep kernel function and GP model is shown
in Fig. 3.14. The results show that the parameters of the deep
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Figure 3.14 The training loss of our method, and the mean parameters (W
and Θ) of the deep kernel functions and the GP models. The results show
the great convergence of the training loss. The mean parameters W and Θ

follow the same convergence trend which validates the effectiveness of our
training method.

Table 3.2 Normalized Experimental Results

Benchmark
Normalized ADRS Normalized Standard Deviation of ADRS

FPL18 ANN BT DAC19 CGP DCGP FPL18 ANN BT DAC19 CGP DCGP

GEMM 0.50 1.00 0.65 1.08 0.27 0.25 0.46 1.00 0.37 0.90 0.12 0.19

iSmart2 0.68 1.00 1.28 1.49 0.65 0.59 0.75 1.00 1.10 1.24 0.20 0.26

SORT_RADIX 0.72 1.00 1.09 0.94 0.64 0.59 0.57 1.00 1.72 2.28 0.48 0.27

SPMV_ELLPACK 0.47 1.00 0.22 1.21 0.19 0.11 0.24 1.00 0.06 0.99 0.09 0.01

SPMV_CRS 0.29 1.00 2.09 1.15 0.22 0.20 0.26 1.00 2.09 1.52 0.03 0.20

STENCIL3D 0.41 1.00 0.40 0.41 0.39 0.31 0.57 1.00 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.05

Average 0.51 1.00 0.96 1.05 0.39 0.34 0.47 1.00 0.89 1.16 0.16 0.16

kernel function and the GP model have good convergence trends,
which validates the performance of our joint training method.

Two examples are plotted in Fig. 3.15 to show the learned
Pareto points. For easy visualizations, three objectives are plot-
ted in two figures. The results demonstrate that our learned
Pareto points are much more closer to the real Pareto points.
All of the statistical results are listed in TABLE 4.1, while ex-
pressed as ratios to the results of ANN.

As shown in TABLE 4.1, our methods, CGP [117] and DCGP
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Figure 3.15 Learned Pareto designs of GEMM and SPMV_ELLPACK in the objec-
tive spaces.

outperform all of these baselines by a lot. Firstly, compared with
FPL18 [83], our methods can achieve much better results on all
benchmarks. That is because we consider practical non-linear
and correlated relationships in real applications. Secondly, the
other three methods are also worse than ours, because they
cannot handle complex relationships between multiple fidelities.
Thirdly, for benchmarks with complicated code structures, the
models without GP models are inferior. For example, the ir-
regular memory accesses of SORT_RADIX bring great challenges
to ANN, Boosting tree, and DAC19. The results prove that
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Table 3.3 Profiling Information of Runtime Details (Optimization Costs,
hours)

Benchmark
FPL18 ANN BT DAC19 CGP DCGP

Alg. FPGA Alg. FPGA Alg. FPGA Alg. FPGA Alg. FPGA Alg. FPGA

GEMM 0.46 24.92 0.05 30.03 0.21 30.03 0.09 210.21 0.54 20.42 0.63 18.48
iSmart2 0.41 127.83 0.12 145.26 0.39 145.26 0.22 1016.82 0.56 61.01 0.58 59.07

SORT_RADIX 1.02 15.19 0.98 32.32 0.98 32.32 1.02 226.24 1.17 10.99 1.06 10.47
SPMV_ELLPACK 0.37 16.28 0.03 38.77 0.27 38.77 0.05 271.39 0.48 25.20 0.72 19.25

SPMV_CRS 0.48 77.18 0.02 85.75 0.22 85.75 0.06 600.25 0.58 61.74 0.73 60.32
STENCIL3D 0.54 18.59 0.07 45.34 0.43 45.34 0.12 317.38 0.63 19.95 0.42 17.44

Average 0.55 46.67 0.21 62.91 0.42 62.91 0.26 440.38 0.66 33.22 0.69 29.39

Table 3.4 Profiling Information of Overall Runtime (hours)

Benchmark FPL18 ANN BT DAC19 CGP DCGP

GEMM 25.38 30.08 30.24 210.30 20.96 19.11
iSmart2 128.24 145.38 145.65 1017.04 61.57 59.65

SORT_RADIX 16.21 33.30 33.30 227.26 12.16 11.53
SPMV_ELLPACK 16.65 38.80 39.04 271.44 25.68 19.97

SPMV_CRS 77.66 85.77 85.97 600.31 62.32 61.05
STENCIL3D 19.13 45.41 45.77 317.50 20.58 17.86

Average 47.21 63.12 63.33 440.64 33.88 30.08

our methods are general enough to handle various applications.
Our methods also achieve much better stability according to the
standard deviations of ADRSs, as shown in TABLE 4.1. Besides,
our deep version DCGP outperforms CGP [117] on all of the six
benchmarks with respect to the Pareto results with lower ADRS
values, and the same average standard derivations. These results
effectively prove the performance of the deep method proposed
in Section 3.4.4.

The averages of runtime are listed in TABLE 3.3 and TA-
BLE 3.4 to show that our methods can also save time. For fair,
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the FPGA times are computed according to the average times
listed in TABLE 3.1 and the number of interactions with the
FPGA tool. For DAC19, the size of one training data set equals
ANN. But it has 3 ∼ 11 training sets. Therefore the average run-
time of FPGA tool is 7 times (i.e., (3+ 11)/2 = 7) greater than
ANN and Boosting tree. DCGP also consumes less time than
CGP [117], thanks to the fewer interactions with FPGA tools.
Though DCGP is more complicated compared with CGP, the
costs are acceptable with several minutes longer “Alg.” times.
More analyses are provided in Section 3.6.7.

In summary, our DCGP outperforms our CGP [117] and the
other baselines. Numerically, the DCGP wins CGP 12.8% on
average ADRS and up to 42.1% on SPMV_ELLPACK, thanks to the
outstanding performance of using deep kernel learning functions
and the joint training method.

3.6.6 Ablation Studies on Acquisition Function

In this section, we compare our acquisition function with max-
value entropy search (MES), another popular acquisition func-
tion for multi-objective optimization problems. In literature
[13,56], the objectives f 1(x), f 2(x), · · · , fM(x) are modeled us-
ing M independent GP models with zero mean and i.i.d. noise.
Researchers propose maximizing the information gains with re-
spect to the Pareto designs learned in the previous optimization
steps to overcome the challenges of computing the acquisition
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function based on input space’s entropy. The GP priors are
approximated as f̃ i and sampled from the M independent GP
models [13, 56, 57, 126]. We implement MES and embed it into
our optimization framework in place of our correlated acquisi-
tion function. The experimental results are listed in TABLE 3.5,
under the same experimental settings as our DCGP. The results
show that using MES degrades performance. The results prove
the outstanding performance of our framework with correlated
multi-objective optimization methods.

Table 3.5 Comparisons of Normalized ADRS with MES

Benchmark DCGP MES

GEMM 0.25 0.47
iSmart2 0.59 0.61

SORT_RADIX 0.59 0.66
SPMV_ELLPACK 0.11 0.30

SPMV_CRS 0.20 0.26
STENCIL3D 0.31 0.40

Average 0.34 0.45

3.6.7 Ablation Studies on Runtime

The DCGP method accelerates the optimization process signif-
icantly compared with baselines because it requires fewer opti-
mization iterations. Though more time is needed to train the
model in each optimization iteration, the training workload is
tiny and can be finished in minutes. The time costs reduced
by interacting fewer with the FPGA design flow are exciting.
The details are listed in TABLE 3.3 and TABLE 3.4. “Alg.”
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denotes the time costs of running the optimization algorithms,
and “FPGA” represents the time costs to run the FPGA design
tool to get the actual performance. The results show that using
DCGP reduces the time costs remarkably compared with the
baselines.

3.7 Summarization

In this chapter, we solve the problem of FPGA HLS directives
design optimization. A pruning method is proposed to prune
the design space. Correlated multi-objective multi-fidelity Gaus-
sian process models (CGP) can handle the strong nonlinearities
among the multiple fidelities. To the best of our knowledge, the
correlated multi-fidelity model is introduced into the HLS direc-
tive optimization domain for the first time and has been proven
to be effective. The advanced deep version further improves the
qualities of the learned Pareto points with shorter running times,
by using deep neural networks to enhance the kernel functions.
The public benchmarks, e.g., GEMM and SPMV, and an objective
detection deep neural network iSmart2 are tested. The results
prove the outstanding performance of our method.

2 End of chapter.



Chapter 4

Deployment via Deep Gaussian
Transfer Learning

4.1 Introduction

In this section, we focus on the optimization of deployment
configurations. Configurations represent the resource alloca-
tions, scheduling, binding of DNN models on hardware plat-
forms, and etc. Traditionally, these optimization methods are
tightly coupled with hardware architectures and model struc-
tures [116, 128, 147]. These methods usually propose some an-
alytical formulations to model the latencies, and characterize
the target DNN models and hardware platforms with respect to
some properties, e.g., the sizes of layers, and the capacities of
buffers. Therefore, these methods cannot be flexibly adapted to
different models. Further, some general deployment frameworks
are developed, e.g., Halide [72] and TVM [26], which use some
auto-tuning algorithms to automatically find the optimal de-
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ployment configuration for any given model and hardware plat-
form. For example, XGBoost [23] is used to build a boosted
decision tree to predict the deployment performance of configu-
rations. Simulated annealing (SA) is used as the solution search-
ing algorithm. AutoTVM [28], which integrates the above al-
gorithms, is an automatic optimization framework in TVM [26]
and achieves outstanding performance. GGA [89] takes advan-
tage of a guided genetic algorithm (GGA) to explore the can-
didate configurations, under the guidance of an artificially de-
signed scoring calculator. CHAMELEON [7] proposes to use a
proximal policy reinforcement learning algorithm to learn the
actions to search the configuration space progressively.

However, these automatic frameworks are still unsatisfying.
Firstly, the optimization process is slow, resulting from the large
configuration space and the time-consuming compilation pro-
cess. Usually, the configuration space contains more than mil-
lions of configurations, e.g., more than 200 million in the first
layer of VGG-16. It is inevitable to traverse lots of configura-
tions to guarantee the performance of the searching algorithm.
It also takes a long time to compile a configuration and do the
inference to get the real on-board latency. Therefore, the over-
all optimization process is very slow, e.g., longer than a whole
day. Secondly, although lots of efforts are required to optimize
the deployments of various DNN models, explicit empirics have
seldom been drawn from the historical data. Despite that many
duplicated works have been done to deploy some models, we
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usually start from scratch to optimize new models even though
they are very similar to what has been deployed before. It is
believed that with prior empirics, we can further improve the in-
ference performance. CHAMELEON [7] leverages reinforcement
learning to learn the evolution rules of the deployment configura-
tions from the historical data. However, the experimental results
show that the performance improvements mainly rely on adap-
tive sampling (AS) which adjusts the searching scope adaptively,
instead of the policies of reinforcement learning. The guided
genetic algorithm (GGA) [89] explores the candidate configu-
rations to evaluate the similarities between the new layers and
the history data, so as to guide the genetic evolution process.
However, this method relies on complex and tricky evolution
rules and the high-quality scoring calculator of the similarities.
These disadvantages make it hard to be popularized in practical
scenarios. And its deployment configurations have worse infer-
ence latencies compared with CHAMELEON [7]. Meanwhile,
engineers are looking forward to the advent of automatic opti-
mization flows without human interference. Ideally, the inputs
of an automatic optimization flow are the historical tuning data
with no need for manually designed rules.

To counteract these problems, on the one hand, it is urgent
to find an accurate method to estimate the performance quickly
without interacting with hardware to compile the model and do
the inference. On the other hand, historical information should
be fully utilized to guide the deployments of new models. In this
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section, we propose a novel automatic optimization framework
based on deep Gaussian transfer learning. Firstly, a deep Gaus-
sian process (DGP) model is built on the historical optimiza-
tion data to learn the hidden knowledge related to model struc-
tures, hardware characteristics, optimal deployment strategies,
and etc. Stochastic variational inference is adopted to optimize
the DGP. Secondly, when deploying a new DNN model, some
efficient initial configurations of this new model are sampled un-
der the guidance of the prior knowledge in the pre-trained DGP
model. Maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation is applied to
tune the DGP model according to these initial configurations,
to make the DGP model accommodate for the new task with no
loss of the hidden knowledge. Finally, the tuned DGP model is
used as a replacement to the time-consuming compilations and
on-board inferences during optimization, to predict the perfor-
mance values of new configurations accurately. Our tuned DGP
model accelerates the optimization process remarkably while re-
ducing the inference latency of the final model deployment si-
multaneously. We test our method on various types of convo-
lutional layers and networks and results show that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines significantly.
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4.2 Transfer Learning Based on Deep Gaus-
sian Processes

To avoid confusion, in the following, the model refers to our
proposed DGP model, and the DNN model to be deployed on
hardware is named as a task.

4.2.1 Motivations

In our problem, there are some great challenges, including the
undersized available dataset resulting from the time-consuming
design flow, and the uncertainties with respect to the character-
istics of hardware and models which are hard to measure. Deep
learning methods achieve outstanding results on many regression
problems, but they are prone to be overfitted with a lack of large
training dataset in our problem and be overconfident. Previous
researches have shown that as the width of a one-hidden-layer
neural network increases to infinity, the network converges to
a Gaussian process (GP) model [34, 64, 69], which is a powerful
nonparametric distribution and has wide applications [9,83,85].
GP method grows in complexity to suit the data and is robust
enough to the overfitting on small datasets while providing rea-
sonable predictions as well as uncertainty estimations. However,
the GP models are limited by the expressiveness of kernel func-
tions. Learning on a large and richly parameterized space of
kernels is expensive, and approximations are at risk of overfit-
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ting [19, 39]. A deep Gaussian process (DGP) is a hierarchical
composition of GPs that can overcome the limitations of GPs
while retaining the advantages [100]. It can be regarded as a
multi-layer neural network with multiple, infinitely wide hidden
layers [17]. The mapping between layers is parameterized by a
GP, and consequently, DGP can provide powerful uncertainty
estimations. It performs input warping or dimensionality com-
pression or expansion and automatically learns to construct a
kernel that works well on the data. With these advantages, the
DGP model is adopted in this chapter, as the performance esti-
mator in the optimization process of deployment configurations.

Considering the diversities and relationships between deploy-
ment tasks, it is imperative to transfer the knowledge learned in
the source domain (historical task) to the target domain (new
task). Some kernel learning methods are used as transfer learn-
ing approaches to learn scalable, expressive, and flexible ker-
nels [62, 93, 132]. These methods rely on retraining or joint
learning on a large number of tuning points of the new tasks.
Note that we want to accelerate the searching process, therefore
the slow joint learning and data collections are infeasible in our
situation. These transfer learning approaches are also highly
coupled with their regression or classification methods, which
hinders flexibility. Traditionally, Gaussian process models are
fitted from scratch via maximum likelihood estimation. In this
chapter, we propose a novel transfer learning algorithm based
on the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation. The knowl-
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edge learned on history is used as the prior of DGP. Then DGP
is tuned via MAP. This has similar philosophies with [84, 125],
which also introduce a prior in the model and then calibrate it
via posterior. Thanks to the knowledge learned on history, our
method does not require much data on the new task. MAP is
also easy to be solved with low workloads, so as to accelerate
the search of optimums and improve the quality simultaneously.
With these advantages, MAP has been widely used recently,
e.g., reinforcement learning [110], structured prediction [46], and
statistical inference [53].

4.2.2 Our Automatic Optimization Framework

The overall optimization framework is shown in Fig. 4.1. The
DNN tasks are optimized layer by layer, following previous arts
[7,26,89]. Before starting to optimize a new task, a deep Gaus-
sian process model is built on the historical optimization data.
The DGP preparation step is task-independent, i.e., the pre-
trained DGP model can be used to deploy other tasks. In
Fig. 4.1, the DNN task is represented as a graph, in which each
node is a layer. For each layer, a searching space D contain-
ing all of the configurations of this layer is generated. In the
tuning stage, the pre-trained DGP model is utilized as the cri-
terion to sample some efficient initial configurations from D.
These initial configurations are then compiled and deployed to
get their on-board performance values. These configurations
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and performance values are denoted as a tuning set. The hyper-
parameters of the pre-trained DGP model are introduced as the
prior. Maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation is used to tune
the pre-trained DGP model under the guidance of the tuning
set. The tuned DGP model is then adopted as the performance
estimator in the third stage (i.e., the optimum searching stage).
Various algorithms can be applied here as the searching algo-
rithm to find optimal configurations. In experiments, we use
simulated annealing as the searching algorithm. The previous
arts [7, 26, 89] interact with hardware iteratively in the search-
ing process to obtain the real on-board performance. By con-
trast, our tuned DGP can take the place of the real hardware
and report the predicted performance, so as to accelerate the
searching remarkably. All of the configurations found by the
searching algorithm are recorded and the final optimal deploy-
ment configuration for this layer is selected from the record. The
pseudo-code of our framework is provided in the appendix.

4.2.3 Deep Gaussian Processes with Stochastic Varia-
tional Inference

Denote our task as f : x → y, with the deployment configura-
tion vector x and its performance value y. The historical op-
timization record is D = {X,y}, with X = {x1, . . . ,xN} and
y = {y1, . . . , yN}. For a single layer Gaussian process, the non-
parametric Gaussian process places a GP prior over the value
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x2
<latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQF12WdvvQAE1KZm/06Asv1PPko=">AAAB33icbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOyom2FdiiZ9E4bmskMyR2xDH0ENy4U8a3c+TamPwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pY3Nre2d8m5lr7p/cFg7qrZtmhuBLZGq1DxG3KKSGlskSeFjZpAnkcJONL6Z5Z0nNFam+oEmGYYJH2oZS8HJWffP/aBfq/sNfy62DsES6rBUs1/76g1SkSeoSShubTfwMwoLbkgKhdNKL7eYcTHmQ+w61DxBGxbzUafszDkDFqfGHU1s7v5+UfDE2kkSuZsJp5FdzWbmf1k3p/gqLKTOckItFh/FuWKUstnebCANClITB1wY6WZlYsQNF+TaqbgSgtWV16F90Qj8RnDnQxlO4BTOIYBLuIZbaEILBAzhBd7g3VPeq/exqKvkLXs7hj/yPn8A8EuMSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQF12WdvvQAE1KZm/06Asv1PPko=">AAAB33icbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOyom2FdiiZ9E4bmskMyR2xDH0ENy4U8a3c+TamPwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pY3Nre2d8m5lr7p/cFg7qrZtmhuBLZGq1DxG3KKSGlskSeFjZpAnkcJONL6Z5Z0nNFam+oEmGYYJH2oZS8HJWffP/aBfq/sNfy62DsES6rBUs1/76g1SkSeoSShubTfwMwoLbkgKhdNKL7eYcTHmQ+w61DxBGxbzUafszDkDFqfGHU1s7v5+UfDE2kkSuZsJp5FdzWbmf1k3p/gqLKTOckItFh/FuWKUstnebCANClITB1wY6WZlYsQNF+TaqbgSgtWV16F90Qj8RnDnQxlO4BTOIYBLuIZbaEILBAzhBd7g3VPeq/exqKvkLXs7hj/yPn8A8EuMSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lM3U3/kNLPkw72KFGSwMYh5Kzog=">AAAB6nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRe9Ej04hGjBRJoyHbZwobtttmdGknDT/DiQWO8+ou8+W9coAcFXzLJy3szmZkXplIYdN1vp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aJsk04z5LZKI7ITVcCsV9FCh5J9WcxqHk7XB8M/Pbj1wbkagHnKQ8iOlQiUgwila6f+p7/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96ldvkLAs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOenTsmZVQYkSrQthWSu/p7IaWzMJA5tZ0xxZJa9mfif180wugpyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXSeui7rl1786tNa6LOMpwAqdwDh5cQgNuoQk+MBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AQpwjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit>
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Figure 4.1 Our automatic optimization framework, consists of three stages,
i.e., stage 1: DGP model preparation based on the history data, stage 2:
transfer knowledge to new DNN layers, and stage 3: optimal configuration
searching.

function f as f(x) ∼ GP(µ(x), k(x,x′)), where µ(·) is the mean
function and k(x,x′) is the kernel function. K(X,X) denotes
the kernel matrix, i.e., K(X,X)i,j = k(xi,xj). Given the his-
torical data D, y is assumed to be influenced by the zero-mean
Gaussian noise ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2

e), i.e., yi = f(xi) + ϵ. The noise is
indispensable to characterize the hardware uncertainties which
may be caused by real-time workloads, temperature fluctuation,
and etc. The function values with respect to X are denoted as
a vector f . Denote the hyper-parameters as θ, including noises
and parameters in the kernel function. The marginal likelihood
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takes the form shown in Equation (4.1).

P(y|θ) =
N∏
i=1

∫
p(yi|fi)p(fi)dfi = N(µ, K̃), (4.1)

where µ is the mean vector, K̃ = K(X,X) + σ2
eIN , and IN is

the identity matrix.
A DGP model stacks multiple single-layer Gaussian processes.

The outputs of the previous GP layer are the inputs of the next
GP layer. For a DGP model comprised of L layers, denote the
value functions of these L layers as {f 1, · · · , fL}. Correspond-
ingly, the function values on inputs X are {f 1, · · · ,fL}. Here
f 0 is defined as X. The hyper-parameters in the l-th layer are
represented as θl. Based on the definitions of the single-layer
Gaussian process, the prior of a DGP model comprising L layers
can be written as Equation (4.2).

P(f l) = N(µl,K l), l = 1, · · · , L,

P(y, {f 1, · · · ,fL}) =
N∏
i=1

P(yi|fL
i ;θ

L)
L∏
l=1

P(f l|f l−1;θl),
(4.2)

where the hyper-parameters θl are solved via maximum likeli-
hood estimation which is computationally expensive. For the
training set with N configurations, the computation complexity
of the gradients of K̃ with respect to θl is O(N 3). Besides, the
marginal density is unavailable in closed form or requires expo-
nential time to compute [14], thus making the inference hard.

Inspired by recent works on posterior approximations of sparse
Gaussian approximations, the stochastic variational inference
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[14] is employed to accelerate the computations of DGPs in our
method. The key technique is to introduce an inducing con-
figuration set Z = {z1, · · · , zL} with |zl| ≪ N and z1 ⊂ X.
Denote the function values at configurations zl as ul in the l-th
layer. The basic assumption is that {ul}Ll=1 is a sufficient statis-
tic for {f l}Ll=1, so that the real posterior P({f l,ul;θl}Ll=1|y) can
be approximated given a Gaussian distribution Q({ul}Ll=1). To
achieve the best {ul}Ll=1, we minimize the KL divergence be-
tween P({f l,ul;θl}Ll=1|y) and Q({f l,ul}Ll=1) with respect to the
selection of {zl,θl}Ll=1, as shown in Formulation (4.3).

min
{zl,θl}Ll=1

KL
(
Q({f l,ul}Ll=1)∥P({f l,ul;θl}Ll=1|y)

)
. (4.3)

Formulation (4.3) can be transferred to be the equivalent for-
mulation as follows:

max
{zl,θl}Ll=1

logP(y|{zl,θl}Ll=1)

= max
{zl,θl}Ll=1

[
N∑
i=1

EQ(fL
i |u;xi,Z)[logP(yi|fL

i ;θ
L)]

]

−
L∑
l=1

KL[Q(ul)∥P(ul;θl)],

(4.4)

where P(y|{zl,θl}Ll=1) is the likelihood function. The model
hyper-parameters {zl,θl}Ll=1 are solved via Formulation (4.4).
For simplicity, denote {zl,θl} as θ̃l. Until now, we have finished
the training of our DGP model based on the historical data
D = {X,y}.
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In our method, the DGP model together with stochastic vari-
ational inference grows in complexity to suit the historical data
and is robust enough to provide reasonable errors that would re-
sult from hardware or system uncertainties [14, 17, 100]. It also
has a greater capacity to generalize and contains more hidden
information compared with previous arts. The experimental re-
sults show us an outstanding performance by using our DGP
and its high transferability.

4.2.4 Transfer Knowledge to New Tasks

To transfer the hidden knowledge and empirics from the known
historical tasks (a.k.a., source tasks) to new tasks (a.k.a., target
tasks), two steps are required, i.e., finding a good initial tun-
ing data set and choosing a fast and efficient transfer learning
algorithm.

Firstly, to guarantee that adequate knowledge is learned for
the new task, it is crucial to find a good tuning data set. Ran-
domly picking some initial configurations from the extremely
large design space would introduce some illegal configurations
(i.e., with performance values equal to zero) which cannot help
us but wastes lots of time to compile them. Besides, there is no
guarantee that the historical data set is large enough to cover
the data distribution of the target task. The target task would
also possibly have a higher upper bound of performance values,
which means the mean value of the historical data might be
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smaller than the mean value of the target task. Therefore, the
tuning data set should contain configurations with performance
values as higher as possible, to calibrate the mean function.

To handle these, the DGP model learned from the historical
data is used as the empirical criterion to select suitable initial
configurations for the new task. A set which is large enough is
randomly sampled from the search space and then fed into the
DGP model to get the predicted performance. We sort these
initial configurations according to their predicted performance
values and the configurations with top s performance values are
chosen as the tuning points, i.e., X t = {xt

1, · · · ,xt
s}. The con-

figurations in X t are compiled and deployed on real hardware to
get the real performance set yt = {yt1, · · · , yts}. Denote {X t,yt}
as Dt, and then Dt is used as the tuning set to calibrate the em-
pirical DGP model. Intuitively, a tuning set with high diversities
is better. However, in our context, the configuration space is too
large and only small parts have good performance. Our target is
to find the optimal configurations instead of characterizing the
whole configuration space. In other words, we are interested in a
small part of the solution space with high performance. Besides,
compared with the large space, the size of the randomly sam-
pled set and the number of the sorted configurations are small, a
basic situation is that these sampled configurations will always
scatter with high diversities in the space. Therefore, finding a
better initial tuning set via our DGP is wise with no harm to
the diversities.
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Secondly, a fast and efficient transfer learning algorithm based
on MAP is proposed to tune the DGP model with Dt. As
mentioned above, the widely-used transfer learning algorithms
[62, 93, 132] are unsuitable in our situations for several reasons.
For the target task, with the help of MAP, the model parameters
are optimally determined by combining the hidden knowledge
(in the form of the parameters θ̃l) and Dt. For the convenience
of explanation, we omit the layer indices to lighten the nota-
tions. Denote all of the parameters in the source task DGP
model as θ̃ and the parameters for target task as θ̂. According
to the Bayes’ theorem, MAP is to find the optimal value of θ̂
(i.e., most likely to occur) to maximize the posterior distribution
P(θ̂|yt). Specifically, P(θ̂|yt) follows Formulation (4.5).

P(θ̂|yt) ∝ P(θ̂) · P(yt|θ̂), (4.5)

where P(yt|θ̂) is the likelihood function in Formulation (4.4).
The prior of θ̂ is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with
θ̃ as the mean value [125]. To accelerate the computation, the
MAP is implemented as an L2 regularization term of θ̂ and θ̃,
i.e., ∥θ̂− θ̃∥22. The objective function to tune the parameters is
defined as Formulation (4.6).

max
θ̂

logP(yt|θ̂)− λ∥θ̂ − θ̃∥22, (4.6)

where λ is a hyper-parameter. Theoretically, L2 regularization
is equivalent to MAP inference with a Gaussian prior on the
parameters [48]. Compared with the traditional GP methods
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which are fitted from scratch, our method with prior θ̃ does not
require too much data and saves time.

An important characteristic of deployment is that various
computation operations would have a non-negligible influence
on the communication modes, resource allocations, and etc. For
example, depthwise convolutions and direct convolutions have
distinct computation patterns. These characteristics are hard
to be summarized as a unified rule even for senior engineers. To
guarantee the performance of our flow, DNN layers are catego-
rized into some groups according to their types. The knowledge
is learned and transferred within each group.

4.3 Experiments

We implement our flow based on GPyTorch [43] and embed it
into TVM to validate the performance. Some ablation studies
are conducted. Layer-wise and model-wise performance are an-
alyzed and compared with the state-of-the-art. Due to space
limitations, we present some important settings and representa-
tive results, and more details and results can be referred to the
appendix.

4.3.1 Experimental Settings

Our experiments are running on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2680
v4 CPU@ 2.40GHz. The hardware platform is an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU and the CUDA version is 9.0.176.
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Figure 4.2 RMSE of our predicted GFLOPS, the data are expressed as the
ratios to the results of XGBoost in AutoTVM. Here, our DGP is directly
used to predict the GFLOPS of new tasks without tuning. cv: convolution,
rb: residual block, sc: shortcut, sp: separable convolution, dp: depthwise
convolution.

For fair comparisons, models tested in previous work [7, 28, 89]
are tested, including AlexNet [67], ResNet-18 [54], and VGG-
16 [108]. Further, MobileNet-v1 [58] is tested. Note that the
current deployment flows [7, 28, 89] optimize the DNN models
layer by layer. The optimization algorithms and processes are in-
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dependent of the model structure, therefore simple model struc-
tures are enough to validate our method with no need of using
more complicated DNN models. The representative DNN layers
widely used in both industries and academia are covered in these
models, including convolutional layers, residual blocks, depth-
wise separable convolutional layers, and etc. For the layers with
the same structures, only the first of them will be optimized and
others directly use the same configuration for this layer. Besides,
same with [7, 28, 89], we focus on the optimizations of various
convolutional layers, and other types of layers are skipped, e.g.,
fully connected layers and pooling layers. These other layers
directly use the settings provided by TVM.

AutoTVM [28], integrating XGBoost, simulated annealing,
and etc., is used as the baseline. Besides, two outstanding base-
lines are also compared, including DAC’20 GGA [89] which uses
a well-designed heuristic guided genetic algorithm, and ICLR’20
CHAMELEON [7] which is based on reinforcement learning and
adaptive sampling algorithm. In our method, we use the simu-
lated annealing in TVM as the searching algorithm and follow
the same settings as AutoTVM and CHAMELEON. Our DGP
is used as the performance estimator and a replacement to GPU
during configuration searching, as mentioned in Section 4.2.2.
The radial basis function is adopted as the kernel function. The
number of inducing points in variational inference is 128. No-
tably, the experimental platforms and software versions are dis-
tinct compared with other works, which would have a significant
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effect on the search time and the performance of the final de-
ployments. For fairness, the results are expressed as ratios to
the results of AutoTVM.

To illustrate the performance, three metrics are used, i.e.,
Giga floating operations per second (GFLOPS), the reduction
of the inference latency, and the reduction of the search time to
find the optimal configuration. GFLOPS measures the number
of floating-point operations conducted by the hardware per sec-
ond during executing the model. It is used as the optimization
objective for each layer in our method and the baselines. In-
ference latency is the final end-to-end on-board inference time
of the whole model. Search time is the overall time cost to op-
timize the deployment of the whole DNN model, including the
interactions with hardware and model tuning.

Note that in the current single GPU stream deep learning
implementations, the GPU resources are occupied exclusively
by the tasks during inference. Therefore, the onboard memory
consumptions, the numbers of blocks and threads, etc., are not
compared since we rely on this basic assumption about resource
usage.

4.3.2 Layer Groups and Historical Data

As mentioned above, to guarantee the transferability of prior
knowledge, the DNN layers are categorized into some groups.
We choose three criteria, including layer type (e.g., direct con-
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volution, or depthwise separable convolution), kernel size (e.g.,
3× 3, or 7× 7), and padding type (e.g., no padding, or padding
size = 1). These criteria are fundamental factors that would
have a great influence on the deployment performance and usu-
ally bother engineers. According to these criteria, VGG-16 has
1 group, while ResNet-18, AlexNet, and MobileNet-v1 have 4,
3, and 4 groups, respectively. The first layer of each group is
deployed via AutoTVM and the configurations explored by Au-
toTVM in this process are collected as the historical data for
this group. This makes our method more practical in demand-
ing application scenarios.

4.3.3 Ablation Studies on the Proposed DGP

We perform ablation studies on our pre-trained DGP model,
i.e., evaluate the results of stage 1 in Fig. 4.1. The accuracies
of directly using DGP trained on the historical data to predict
the performance of configurations of new layers are plotted, in
comparison with the prediction performance of the XGBoost
used by AutoTVM. For fair comparisons, these two methods
use the same training data, as mentioned in Section 4.3.2. Af-
ter training, they are directly used to predict the performance
without tuning. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the pre-
dicted GFLOPS values is to characterize the prediction error.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.2. The prediction accuracy of
our DGP on direct convolutional layers outperforms XGBoost
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Figure 4.3 The randomly sampled tuning set and the set selected according
to DGP. The data are in descending order. There are 300 configurations in
each tuning set, and the X-axis is the index of the configuration.

remarkably, no matter whether with padding or not, or with
various sizes of kernels, or different sizes of strides. Our DGP
wins on most of the depthwise convolutional layers. As to the
performance of residual blocks, our method is also the superior
one. On these four models, our average results are the best. It
is demonstrated that our DGP models are able to learn enough
prior knowledge of the hidden characteristics of the hardware
architecture, model structures, and etc.

As mentioned above, the pre-trained DGP is used as the em-
pirical criterion to select a suitable initial configuration set for
the subsequent tuning stage. Note that our target is to learn
the good configurations instead of the whole configuration space.
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Figure 4.4 Comparisons between AutoTVM and ours. “Selected” means
the tuning configurations are selected by using our pre-trained DGP as the
criterion. “Random” means the tuning configurations are randomly sampled
from the configuration space without any prior knowledge.

Using our DGP will help choose the useful configurations and
will teach the model to learn more about the characteristic of
this layer. Examples of the sampled configurations and their on-
board GFLOPS values are plotted in Fig. 4.3. In experiments,
the tuning set contains 300 configurations. Most of the configu-
rations sampled via our DGP model are feasible and have con-
tinuous GFLOPS values. In comparison, most of the randomly
sampled configurations are infeasible on hardware. Besides, the
maximum GFLOPS of the random method is lower than ours
which means the DGP tuned on the random set is unable to
give higher prediction values for good configurations.

4.3.4 Ablation Studies on the Transfer Learning

To prove the effectiveness of our transfer learning method, we
compare the results of using the randomly sampled tuning set
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Table 4.1 Comparisons of Search Time and End-to-end Model Inference La-
tency

Model
AutoTVM [28] ICLR’20 [7] Ours
Search Infer. Search Infer.

HV
Search Search Infer. Infer.

HV
(h) (ms) Red. % Red. % (h) Red. % (ms) Red. %

MobileNet-v1 31.14 0.8980 - - - 10.06 67.69 0.7664 14.65 9.9168
AlexNet 6.28 1.3467 72.16 5.88 4.2409 2.14 65.96 1.2537 6.91 4.5573
VGG-16 19.92 6.7847 82.56 3.44 2.8418 4.61 76.83 6.4972 4.24 3.2556

ResNet-18 32.04 1.8248 76.67 4.16 3.1915 9.47 70.43 1.7305 5.17 3.6423

with the results of using the tuning set selected by our DGP (as
mentioned in Section 4.2.4). The results are shown in Fig. 4.4.
The randomly sampled tuning sets increase the inference laten-
cies significantly because the performance of most of the sampled
configurations is unsatisfying. Randomly sampling a small num-
ber of configurations cannot introduce enough knowledge about
the optimal configurations, but confuses the pre-trained DGPs.

4.3.5 Performance of the Whole framework

Some results with respect to the reduction of search time of the
whole optimization process and reduction of model inference
latency are analyzed here, compared with the state-of-the-art
baselines. The detailed results are listed in TABLE 4.1. The
reported latency is the average of latencies from 1800 on-board
inference trials and is believed to be accurate enough. Usually,
there is a trade-off between search time and model inference la-
tency. To improve the model inference performance, more con-
figurations are sampled and analyzed in the searching process.
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Consequently, the search time increases, and vice versa. For fair
comparisons between these two closely related and interacting
metrics, we introduce the concept of hypervolume (HV) [130].
Hypervolume is commonly adopted to measure the solutions of
multi-objective optimization problems. The reduction ratios of
inference latency and search time are multiplied, to measure the
overall performance, as shown in Equation (4.7).

HV = Redu. of Latency× Redu. of Search Time× 100. (4.7)

Here the HV value is multiplied by 100 to adjust the order of
magnitude. The solution with a higher HV value is the better
one. The results prove the superior performance of our method.
Compared with ICLR’20 CHAMELEON [7], though our reduc-
tions in search times are not optimal, the reductions of the in-
ference latencies are much better. Our overall results are much
better than CHAMELEON, with respect to the HV values. In
GGA [89], the authors reduce the search time of ResNet-18 by
93.17% and reduce the inference latency by 3.26%. Although
they have the fastest search speed, the inference latency is the
worst. The HV value of their method is 3.037, which is also
worse than [7] and ours. Accelerating the search speed too ag-
gressively does not worth the loss of the quality of results. The
precise search times and inference latencies of VGG-16, AlexNet,
and MobileNet-v1 are not provided in GGA [89]. For supple-
mentary, the GFLOPS values of VGG-16 are plotted in Fig. 4.5.
Compared with AutoTVM, our method wins on most layers and
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Figure 4.5 The ratios of the GFLOPS values of VGG-16.

has a better average GFLOPS value. As mentioned before, the
resources are used exclusively by the deep learning tasks dur-
ing inference in the single-stream implementations. Therefore,
the memory consumptions are not compared in our work and
the baselines [7, 89]. Besides, for different GPU devices, the
learning-based techniques can always fit the onboard resources
to tune the deployments and achieve the best latencies. Reduc-
ing memory consumption is not an optimization target anymore.

Despite the existing trade-off between the searching time and
the inference latency, on-chip inference latency is actually the
most critical metric since the model deployment is “once for all”,
which means no matter how much time we spent to optimize
the deployment, the faster on-chip inference is more important
than the faster optimization process. From this perspective, our
method also outperforms the baselines significantly.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a transfer learning algorithm based on a deep
Gaussian process (DGP) is proposed to optimize the deployment
of DNN models, by using the historical information efficiently.
The representative DNN layers and models are tested. Both
the search time and inference latency are reduced simultane-
ously. The experiments show that our method outperforms the
baselines remarkably.

2 End of chapter.



Chapter 5

Tuning Computations via
Graph Attention Network

5.1 Introduction

The great successes of deep learning algorithms in this AI era
[45,54,99,145] stimulate the fast development of high-performance
computing for deep neural networks. Many techniques have
been developed to optimize the on-chip inference performance,
tackle heavy workloads, and bridge the gap between hardware
designs and algorithm developments. Some representative arts
include algorithm compression and pruning [22,51], hardware/algorithm
co-optimization [146], neural architecture search [38], etc.

Some compilation frameworks have been proposed to opti-
mize the model inference on GPU. Halide [72] and TVM [26]
propose to decouple the model analysis and backend code op-
timization and use the auto-tuning algorithms to tune the op-
timal deployment configuration for DNN models. The models

101
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are analyzed and partitioned into some small subgraphs. Each
subgraph is implemented as a kernel on GPU and some param-
eters in these kernels are tuned to achieve the best performance.
Candidate values of these parameters are termed knobs [7], or
annotations [153]. The genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated
annealing (SA) are the typical parameter-tuning algorithms.

Based on TVM, many techniques are proposed to help tune
the kernel implementations. AutoTVM [28] provides some fixed
optimization rules and code templates for the DNN operations
on GPUs and encodes the parameters in the templates as fixed-
length feature vectors. These features contain the numbers
of on-device threads, virtual threads, blocks, etc. In the ge-
netic algorithm process, AutoTVM interacts with GPU to col-
lect the on-device performance and trains an XGBoost model
as the performance estimator of the feature vectors to guide
the search for optimal parameters. The optimization process is
slow, and no historical tuning data are utilized. Based on Au-
toTVM, an advanced active learning method [114] is designed
to learn representative parameters in the optimization process.
CHAMELEON [7] introduces reinforcement learning to learn the
searching strategies from the history tuning data and adapts the
searching space during optimization. Guided Genetic Algorithm
(GGA) [89] improves AutoTVM by using some heuristic rules
to guide the genetic algorithm. The similarities between new
deployment tasks and the history tuning data are computed to
measure the performance of new knobs. DGP-TL [113] proposes
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to use deep Gaussian process models to learn the history data
and use transfer learning with fine-tuning to guide the new DNN
deployment tasks. These methods prove the effectiveness of the
learning-based methods. Further, Ansor [153] designs some com-
plicated rules to generate code “sketches” for the computational
subgraphs in models to break the shackles of fixed templates.
The sketches are high-level program structures and leave billions
of low-level parameters as “annotations”. The features repre-
senting these codes are statistical which are more complicated,
including parallelism in multiple programming levels, type of
memory access, the number of touched cache lines, the number
of floating/integer multiplication-add operations, etc. With the
advantages of flexible sketches and annotations, Ansor outper-
forms the AutoTVM-based previous arts significantly.

Despite the advancements, existing frameworks are still un-
satisfying. Firstly, the structural information of the computa-
tional subgraphs is underutilized. Existing techniques rely on
the statistical information of codes to train a cost model as the
performance estimator [7, 28, 89, 113, 153, 154] while the struc-
tural information is discarded. The structures reflect the topo-
logical relationships and scheduling information of the opera-
tions, which greatly influence the inference performance, while
the statistical features fail to characterize the structures. Mod-
ern DNN models contain different structures. Learning-based
techniques which only rely on statistical information are inca-
pable of measuring these diversities. Secondly, the feature items
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in the statistical feature vectors are treated equally, despite their
physical meanings and relationships related to the implementa-
tion details. Each statistical feature vector is usually directly
passed to the learning models to predict its performance. There-
fore, the complicated but implicit relationships between the fea-
ture items are not taken into considerations.

To tackle the above problems, a novel method, GTuner, is
built based on TVM and Ansor to tune the computations of
deep neural networks on GPU. The structural information of the
computational graphs and statistical code features are utilized.
The complicated relationships between the features are learned
automatically. The contributions are summarized as follows:

• A novel method, GTuner, is proposed with a graph atten-
tion network (GAT) as the performance estimator. GAT
comprises a graph neural network (GNN) module to aggre-
gate structural information and a multi-head self-attention
(MHSA) module to mine inter-feature relationships.

• Structural information of the computational subgraphs is
extracted from the intermediate representations of the com-
pilation flow with the help of our code parser and analyzer.
Then the information is propagated and aggregated via the
graph neural layers to learn high-quality features for the
graphs.

• The MHSA module is designed to learn the complicated
but implicit relationships between the structural and code
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statistical features via the self-attention mechanism. The
drawbacks of losing structural information and long-range
dependencies between the features are overcome.

• With the GAT, GTuner optimizes the kernel codes for GPU
efficiently. The results demonstrate the remarkable perfor-
mance of GTuner compared with the baselines.

5.2 Preliminaries

5.2.1 Computational Graphs

The deep neural network models are usually represented as com-
putational graphs, with layers (operators) as nodes and the
edges representing communications in the models and reflecting
the topological information. These computational graphs are
mapped to the hardware accelerators (e.g., FPGA [52], GPU
[111], ASIC [30] and TPU [63]) through some deep learning
frameworks and libraries (e.g., cuDNN [31], oneDNN [2], and
TensorFlow [6]). The implementation details for the FPGA or
ASIC are available for the designers, such as the allocations
of the MAC engine, systolic array, cache behavior, and com-
putation patterns [30, 61, 63, 80]. Therefore, accurate models,
even analytical formulations, can be built to measure the perfor-
mance. In contrast, for GPU, the complexities of the hardware
and programming model and the lack of implementation details
make this problem challenging.
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Existing compilation techniques partition the graphs into small
subgraphs. Each subgraph contains several neighboring layers,
e.g., softmax, pooling, linear layers, and convolutions [26, 153].
Each subgraph is implemented as a kernel on GPU. Many code
templates with some parameters to be determined are designed
to implement the computations of a kernel. Some parameters
are loop boundaries, splits, cache read steps, inlines, etc. The
final executable kernel codes are generated according to these
parameters. As mentioned above, in Ansor, the code templates
and parameters are termed sketches and annotations, respec-
tively. Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 show an example of one sketch and
its two annotations. Sketches for the same subgraph may have
distinct structures with various numbers and orders of loops
and computations. Implementing a unified encoding method
to represent the different sketches and annotations is difficult.
Therefore, Ansor extracts statistical features for each code an-
notation via static code analyses, e.g., number of touched cache
lines, touched memory in bytes, number of floating multiplica-
tion operations, sizes of allocated buffer in bytes, etc. Some
important concepts are clarified here:

• Computational graph and subgraph: the whole DNN
model is represented as a computational graph, and the
graph is split into some subgraphs by the DNN compilers.

• Sketch: the code templates designed by compilers to im-
plement the computations of a subgraph are termed sketches.
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for i.0 in range(None):
for j.0 in range(None):

for ic.2 in range(None):
for jc.2 in range(None):

for k.0 in range(None):

for k.1 in range(None):

for k.2 in range(None):

for i.3 in range(None):

for j.3 in range(None):

C = …

Generated Kernel Code Sketch:

[Placeholder: A, B

]

Figure 5.1 An example of the sketch.

Each subgraph has many templates, i.e., many sketches.
An example of the sketch is shown in Fig. 5.1.

• Annotation: the combinations of the parameters to be
determined in each sketch are termed annotations, i.e., each
sketch has many annotations, as shown in Fig. 5.2.

• Structural feature: each node in a subgraph has some
structural features. The nodes’ features are aggregated as
the structural features of the subgraph.

• Statistical feature: each annotation of the subgraph has
a statistical feature vector reported by Ansor via static pro-
gram analyses.

5.2.2 Graph Neural Networks and Attention Mecha-
nism

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have been widely used in mod-
eling graph data, achieving impressive results in the prediction,
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]

for i.0 in range(32):
for j.0 in range(64):

for ic.2 in range(16):
for jc.2 in range(4):

for k.1 in range(16):

for k.2 in range(2):

for i.3 in range(2):

for j.3 in range(2):

for k.0 in range(2):

C = …

Annotation 1:

[Placeholder: A, B

]

for i.0 in range(2):
for j.0 in range(1024):

for ic.2 in range(32):
for jc.2 in range(2):

for k.0 in range(2):

for k.1 in range(8):

for k.2 in range(4):

for i.3 in range(4):

for j.3 in range(4):

C = …

Annotation 2:

[Placeholder: A, B

Figure 5.2 Two annotations of the code sketch.

regression, and classification tasks of nodes and graphs [136,137].
There has been a surge of interest in GNN approaches for repre-
sentation learning of graphs. GNNs follow a recursive neighbor-
hood aggregation scheme, where each node aggregates feature
vectors from its neighbors. After several iterations of aggrega-
tions, each node is represented by a new feature vector. The
new feature vectors capture the structural information within
the neighborhood [10, 70, 137]. The feature representation of
the whole graph (aka., graph embedding) is obtained via graph
pooling (aka., graph reduction, readout [87]), which maps the
set of nodes into a compact representation o capture a mean-
ingful and unified embedding of an entire graph. Mean pooling
is a typical and widely used pooling method.

Transformers [122] have achieved great success and become
the de facto choice for many natural language processing (NLP)
tasks. Further, inspired by NLP successes, many works [20, 37]
unveiled the potential of multi-head attention (MHA), which
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plays a crucial role in transformers for computer vision tasks.
The attention operation has three inputs: query, key, and value
vectors. Each query vector can attend to all the key vectors and
compute the attention scores with respect to these key vectors.
The final output is the weighted sum of the value vectors, with
the attention scores as the weights. A significant advantage
of MHA is that it can learn the long-range dependencies and
complicated relationships between the inputs. The MHA stacks
the attention modules to achieve outstanding performance in
many fields [138, 157]. The readers may refer to [122] for more
details on attention mechanisms and transformers.

5.3 Algorithms

5.3.1 Overall Flow of GTuner
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for i 0 in range(None):

for j 0 in range(None):

for ic 2 in range(None):

for jc 2 in range(None):

for k.0 in range(None):

for k.1 in range(None):

for k.2 in range(None):

for i.3 in range(None):

for j.3 in range(None):

C = …

Generated Kernel Code Sketch 1:

[Placeholder: A, B

]

for i 0 in range(None):

for j 0 in range(None):

for ic 2 in range(None):

for jc 2 in range(None):

for k.0 in range(None):

for k.1 in range(None):

for k.2 in range(None):

for i.3 in range(None):

for j.3 in range(None):

C = …

Generated Kernel Code Sketch 2:

[Placeholder: A, B

]

Figure 5.3 The overall flow of our GTuner.
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The flow graph is shown in Fig. 5.3. Graph-level optimiza-
tions are conducted on the DNN model, e.g., operator fusion,
constant-folding, memory planning, data layout transformation,
combinations of dense convolutions and linear operations, and
operation canonicalizations. Then the optimized model is split
into some subgraphs, i.e., subtasks. GPU codes are optimized
for each of these subgraphs independently. The final model de-
ployment strategy is achieved by deploying these subgraphs se-
quentially [26].

After the graph optimizations, subgraphs are represented as
intermediate representations (IRs) in the compilation tool. We
implement a directed acyclic graph (DAG) parser and analyzer
(lexical analysis and syntactic analysis) to analyze the IRs and
construct the DAG representations for the subgraphs. Nodes in
the DAG are computation and data nodes. Structural features
are extracted for these nodes, including node types, shapes, op-
eration types, etc. The node structural features are passed to a
graph neural network to learn a unified embedding for the graph
(i.e., graph structural features). This embedding reflects this
graph’s scheduling and topological information, distinguishes
different graphs, and improves the generalization to new tasks
with various graphs structures.

Some rule-based kernel code templates (i.e., sketches) are
generated for each computational subgraph. The code sketches
with parameters (i.e., annotations) comprise the code design
space of this subgraph. The statistical features are extracted via
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Ansor and concatenated with the graph structural features for
each sampled code. The concatenated features are then passed
to the multi-head self-attention to learn the complicated rela-
tionships to predict the inference latency.

The genetic algorithm (GA) is adopted as the optimization
method to explore the code design space to find the optimal
code. Our GAT model predicts the inference latencies for the
codes and guides the exploration of the GA algorithm. In each
optimization iteration of the GA algorithm, codes sampled by
GA are passed to GAT to predict the performance. Then the
codes with the best-predicted performance are compiled and ex-
ecuted on GPU to get the actual performance. The final optimal
code is selected according to the actual performance. The num-
ber of codes executed on GPU is also termed measure trials.
For example, 10000 code annotations are sampled by GA and
estimated by GAT. GAT selects the best 80 annotations and
compiles and deploys them on GPU. Therefore, the measure
trial is 80. The final deployment solution is the code with the
best actual performance from these 80 codes.

In our framework, the graph level optimization, code gener-
ation, and genetic algorithm-based optimization are from TVM
[26] and Ansor [153], and the other modules are ours.

Graph Attention Network (GAT) consists of the graph
neural network (GNN) module and the multi-head self-attention
(MHSA) module, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Structural analysis is
conducted on the graph to get the structural features, including
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Figure 5.4 Structure of our graph attention network (GAT).

the types of operations, dimensions of data, etc. These features
are the inputs to the graph neural network layers which will be
discussed in Section 5.3.2. The output of the graph neural net-
work is the structural features for the subgraph. The multi-head
self-attention module will be discussed in detail in Section 5.3.3.
Then a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is appended to reduce the
dimension and map to the performance.

5.3.2 GAT: Graph Neural Network Module

DNN models usually have different model structures, e.g., the
three structures shown in Fig. 5.5. The distinctive model struc-
tures result in different on-chip scheduling, communication, and
computation patterns. These differences also help distinguish
deployment tasks while their statistical features have no struc-
tural information. In other words, it is easy to identify the
deployment tasks given structural information while the statis-
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tical information is incapable. In this section, the graph neural
network is used to learn the representations for the subgraphs.
Therefore, this part is independent of the sketches and annota-
tions.

Conv-3

Conv-3

Max-Pool

VGG

Conv-3

Conv-3

ResNet

+

ReLU

FireConv-1

SqueezeNet

Conv-1

Conv-1 Conv-3

Concat

Figure 5.5 Typical diverse structures in VGG, ResNet (residual block) and
SqueezeNet (fire block). Conv-x denotes that the kernel size is x.

Each computational subgraph to be implemented as a kernel
is represented as G(V,E), with the node set V and edge set E.
V has n nodes, i.e., |V| = n. The neighborhood set is N, with
N(v) denoting the neighbors of v. The features for the graph
are represented as X. Each vector xi ∈ X with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
denotes the features for node vi ∈ V. Denote the feature length
as dx, i.e., xi ∈ R1×dx. To learn the structural information
of the computational subgraph, we update the representations
of a node by aggregating information from its neighbors. Let
AGGREGATE(·) denotes the aggregation function, and a func-
tion COMBINE combines the information from neighbors and
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the features of the node itself. These functions take the following
common forms:

ak
i = AGGREGATE(k)({xk−1

t : vt ∈ N(vi)}),

xk
i = COMBINE(k)(xk−1

i ,ak
i ),

(5.1)

where k represents the k-th iteration of aggregations in the graph
neural network. For k = 0, xk=0

i is the raw feature of node vi

itself.
Researchers have proposed many aggregation and combina-

tion functions for various applications [10,70,137]. An important
target in our problem is to distinguish the different model struc-
tures. Therefore, the concept of the Weisfeiler-Leman (WL) test
is of vital importance. The WL test is to distinguish the iso-
morphic graphs via information propagation and can identify
the structural similarities between graphs. Further, [88] demon-
strated that GNNs could be viewed as an extension of the WL
test, which in principle have the same power but are more flexi-
ble in their ability to adapt to the learning task at hand and are
able to handle complicated node features. We choose to use the
graph convolutional layer used by [88], denoted as WL-GCN, in
which the AGGREGATE and COMBINE steps are integrated.
The function of the graph convolutional layer takes the form as
follows:

xk
i = W k−1

1 xk−1
i +W k−1

2

∑
vt∈N(vi)

xk−1
t , (5.2)

where W k−1
1 and W k−1

2 denote the learnable weights. Then, the
mean pooling is used to achieve the feature embedding for the
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Figure 5.6 Graph neural network.

computational subgraph, i.e., the feature vectors of the nodes
in the graph are summed up and averaged as the feature for the
graph:

G =
1

n

∑
vi∈V

xK
i , (5.3)

where G denotes the feature embedding for the subgraph, n is
the number of nodes, and K is the maximum iteration of infor-
mation aggregation. The model structure is shown in Fig. 5.6.

5.3.3 GAT: Multi-head Self-attention Module

The structural features learned by the graph neural network and
the statistical features of the annotations should be analyzed to
understand the complicated relationships between features, en-
hance the critical parts and fade out the unimportant parts. Un-
like FPGA and TPU, there are no low-level implementation de-
tails on GPU. Therefore, determining which features are essen-
tial for the tasks should be finished automatically. As discussed
above, the statistical features for GPU are weakly related to the
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computation patterns. In Ansor, the statistical features can be
briefly categorized into some groups, i.e., buffer access features,
buffer storage features, arithmetic-related features, etc. Typi-
cal features include the number of touched cache lines, touched
memory in bytes, number of floating multiplication operations,
number of unrolled iterators, etc. They are unstructured data
that are directly concatenated, with no information related to
the kernel structures. The orders of the features in the vectors
have no physical meanings. To build better performance mod-
els, it is necessary to learn the implicit relationships between
the features while these are the prior knowledge for other types
of devices. For simplicity of notations, the statistical and struc-
tural features after concatenation are briefly denoted as x.

Inspired by self-attention mechanisms’ success in the com-
puter vision field, we propose to use the multi-head self-attention
(MHSA) module to learn the features. To formulate MHSA, we
first introduce the scaled dot-product attention Attn(·). Given
queries Q ∈ Rnq×dk, keys K ∈ Rn×dk and values V ∈ Rn×dv , we
have [122]:

Attn(Q,K,V ) = softmax
(
QK⊤
√
dk

)
V , (5.4)

where nq, n, dk, dv are the query number, key number, key di-
mension and value dimension, respectively. Then we can define
the multi-head attention as:

MHA(Q,K,V ) = Concat(H1,H2, · · · ,Hh)W
O, (5.5)
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Figure 5.7 Multi-head self-attention with x as the query (Q), key (K), and
value (V ) simultaneously.

where Hi is the output of the i-th attention head, h is the num-
ber of heads and W O is the learnable projection weight matrix.
Hi is computed by:

Hi = Attn
(
QWQ

i ,KWK
i ,V W V

i

)
, (5.6)

where WQ
i ∈ Rdk×dk, WK

i ∈ Rdk×dk, W V
i ∈ Rdv×dv are learn-

able projection matrices corresponding to the i-th head. Each
query vector of Q can attend to all the key vectors of K and
compute the attention scores concerning these key vectors. The
final output is the weighted sum of the value vectors of V , with
attention scores as the weights. The output projection matrix
is W O ∈ Rhdv×dout, where dout is the output dimensionality for
the multi-head attention function.

To fit the inputs of MHA, we firstly reshape the original vec-
tor x into several shorter vectors. Denote the original length of
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x as l. Then the reshaped x, denoted as xR, has the shape h× l
h ,

where h is the number of heads in MHA. The xR is used as the
query (Q), key (K), and value (V ) simultaneously. MHA be-
comes multi-head self-attention (MHSA), which captures
global dependencies among the inputs, as shown in Fig. 5.7 and
Equation (5.7).

SelfAttn
(
xRWQ

i ,xRWK
i ,xRW V

i

)
. (5.7)

According to Equation (5.4), the inner products between vec-
tors in x are computed. These products characterize the simi-
larities between the feature vectors. Further, these similarities
reflect the implicit relationships among the features, including
the scheduling of the subgraphs, memory patterns, which fea-
tures are related to each other or have similar influences on the
performance, etc. The similarity values are then used as the
weight scores to sum the values, i.e., vectors in xR itself. The
connections between MHSA and inference latency are learned
through model training. And the weights in MHSA will be up-
dated to enhance the critical parts of the features and fade out
the unimportant parts.

5.4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments on our GTuner to val-
idate the performance. The experimental inference platform is
Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090 (Ampere architecture, SM86), with
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CUDA Driver 11.4, PyTorch 1.10, and TVM 0.8-dev. The CPU
is 16 core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6226R CPU @ 2.90GHz. Some
public models defined in TVM Relay library are tested, including
ResNet-18, ResNet-34 [54], MobileNet V1 [58], and SqueezeNet
V1.1 [59]. The representative DNN layers widely used in both in-
dustries and academia are all covered in these models, including
conventional convolutional layers, shortcut layers, multi-branch
layers, fully connected layers, depth-wise convolutional layers,
etc. The tuning history of Ansor (with XGBoost as performance
model) on Inception-V3 and VGG-11 is collected as the train-
ing data to train the models, in total about 170000 annotations.
Some baselines are compared in the experiments to prove the ef-
fectiveness of our method, including Ansor [153], AutoTVM [28],
PyTorch, and PyTorch with JIT optimization [92]. The perfor-
mance metric is the end-to-end inference latency of the model.
We also show the results of Giga floating operations per second
(GFLOPS), which reflects the peak computation speed of a task
on the device.

5.4.1 Implementation Details

Our GAT model has two WL-GCN layers [88] to process the
graph features, a mean pooling layer, a concatenation layer (to
concatenate statistical and graph features), a fully-connected
layer (downscale the features to 512), a four-head multi-head
self-attention layer (i.e., h = 4), and an MLP regression module
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(with output dimensions: 200-100-20-1). In the benchmarks and
Ansor, there are 136 elements representing the types of nodes,
inputs, outputs, data shapes, types of operations, etc. The graph
embedding has 136 elements after graph pooling. The statistical
features reported by Ansor have 656 elements and are concate-
nated with the graph features and downscaled to 512 via the
fully-connected layer.

The baseline multi-head self-attention (MHSA) comprises a
four-head multi-head self-attention layer (the same as ours) and
an MLP regression module (also the same as ours) without graph
module and structural features.

We train the models with Adam optimizer for 300 epochs
with a learning rate 1e-4 and batch size 512. The loss function
is mean square error (MSE). The regression target is inference
latency. We denote our method as GTuner (GNN + MHSA) in
the result tables for ease of explanation.

Our method’s genetic algorithm optimization process and the
baselines all follow the default settings of TVM. The different
numbers of measure trials are compared in the ablation studies.
Note that except for the ablation studies on the measure trials,
the measure trials of other results are 80 trials per subgraph.
In other words, for a DNN model, the total number of measure
trials is the product of the number of subgraphs and 80 trials.
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5.4.2 Ablation Studies on GAT Structure

We compare our method with some widely-used graph convo-
lutional layers, including spectral graph convolution (SpecGCN)
[65], masked attention convolution (MaskGAT) [123], and Graph-
SAGE [50]. SpecGCN propagates information in the graph via
a first-order approximation of localized spectral filters on the
graphs. Learned filters are used to represent the nodes in the
Fourier domain. MaskGAT introduces the attention-based ar-
chitecture to compute the hidden representations of the nodes
by using masks during information aggregation. GraphSAGE
learns a function that generates embeddings by sampling and
aggregating features from a node’s local neighborhood to im-
prove the generalization abilities to unseen nodes.

We replace the WL-GCN layers in GAT with these three
convolutional layers. Under the same training and experimen-
tal settings, the inference latencies of ResNet-18 are listed in
TABLE 5.1. The results show that these methods have poor
performance in this problem. As mentioned before, graph iso-
morphism is important in our context. These methods fail to
learn this kind of isomorphism and fall into the trap of overfit-
ting to the training set and therefore are incapable of tackling
new tasks and the isomorphic graphs with different volumes of
computations and communications. SpecGCN outperforms An-
sor (1.016 < 1.073, i.e., 5.31%). MaskGAT and GraphSAGE
force the model to ignore some information to improve the gen-
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Table 5.1 Comparisons between Convolutional Layers

ResNet-18 Ansor [153] GTuner SpecGCN [65] MaskGAT [123] GraphSAGE [50]

Latency (ms) 1.073 0.923 1.016 1.105 1.168

Table 5.2 Performance without GNN or MHSA

ResNet-18 GTuner (GNN + MHSA) MHSA GNN + MLP

Latency (ms) 0.923 0.963 1.121

eralization. It degrades the performance significantly since the
important topological and scheduling knowledge is discarded.
These techniques achieve good results on big data problems,
e.g., social networks and recommendation systems with millions
of nodes and edges. In our problem, the structures of graphs are
limited compared with these applications, and it is unacceptable
to forget information.

Further, to validate the performance of our proposed MHSA
module, we do the ablation study via dropping the MHSA mod-
ule in GAT. The outputs of the GNN module and the statis-
tical features are concatenated and then directly passed to a
fully-connected layer to achieve a feature vector with length 512.
Then this feature vector is passed to the same MLP regression
module. This experiment is denoted as GNN + MLP in TA-
BLE 5.2. For comparison, the baseline MHSA is also listed. Re-
sults show that the combination of our GNN and MHSA achieves
the best performance.
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Figure 5.8 Results of different measure trials.

5.4.3 Ablation Studies on GPU Measure Trials

The genetic algorithm implemented by TVM is adopted as the
default searching algorithm in Ansor and our method. Interact-
ing with GPU helps validate the designs found by the search-
ing algorithms. Therefore, more interactions (measure trials)
will find better solutions. Some experiments are conducted on
ResNet-18 to reveal the performance of our method under dif-
ferent measure trials, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The numbers of
measure trials are 5, 10, 15, . . . , 60. The ratios of latencies with
respect to Ansor are shown in Fig. 5.8(b). With the increases
in measure trials, both Ansor and our GTuner can find better
results, while our performance advantages compared with Ansor
are still remarkable (more than 10%).
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Figure 5.9 Detail results of subgraphs in ResNet-18.

5.4.4 Performance of the Whole framework

Detailed results of subgraphs in ResNet-18 are shown in Fig. 5.9,
including the inference latencies and GFLOPS. The GFLOPS
values are represented as ratios to Ansor. It is shown that
our method reduces the latencies and improves the GFLOPS
on most subgraphs. The performance improvements on the dif-
ficult subgraphs (with long latencies) are inspiring.

The end-to-end inference latencies of the DNN models are
listed in TABLE 5.3. The results demonstrate the significant
advantages of our method compared with the baselines. The
proposed multi-head self-attention module improves the per-
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Table 5.3 End-to-end Model Inference Latency (ms)

Model PyTorch PyTorch-JIT [92] AutoTVM [28] Ansor [153] MHSA GTuner

ResNet-18 27.180 4.119 1.056 1.073 0.963 0.923 (13.98%)
ResNet-34 48.988 5.929 1.180 0.968 0.907 0.872 ( 9.92%)
SqueezeNet 16.658 3.648 0.311 0.207 0.201 0.197 ( 4.83%)
MobileNet 30.324 6.972 0.513 0.242 0.252 0.227 ( 6.20%)
+ Ratios are performance improvements compared with Ansor.

Table 5.4 Time Costs (minutes) of the Optimization Processes

Model AutoTVM [28] Ansor [153] MHSA GTuner

ResNet-18 45.57 45.95 46.94 65.22
ResNet-34 46.66 48.89 50.71 54.86
SqueezeNet 43.53 44.40 45.91 63.90
MobileNet 42.88 43.80 44.20 61.60

formance based on Ansor. The graph network module in our
GTuner further improves the performance. On the four models
in TABLE 5.3, our method reduces the latencies by 13.98%,
9.92%, 4.83%, and 6.20%, respectively, compared with An-
sor, and more than 30% on average compared with AutoTVM.
The two PyTorch-based methods are rule-based, and their per-
formance is not satisfying. The results also reveal that using
the graph structural features helps improve the generalization
of the performance model to new tasks that do not exist in the
training set. The time costs of the whole optimization processes
of TVM-based methods are listed in TABLE 5.4, including the
searching processes of the genetic algorithm, the compilations
of codes, and the interactions with GPU. It is shown that our
performance improvements have no extra overheads on the time
costs.
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5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposes a novel method GTuner to opti-
mize the computations of DNN models on GPU. The computa-
tional graphs are learned via the WL graph isomorphism convo-
lutional layers to extract high-quality features. The structural
and statistical features are jointly learned via the multi-head
self-attention module to improve the regression quality. Our
results outperform the baselines and prove the effectiveness of
GTuner.

2 End of chapter.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have supplied some learning-based method-
ologies to stimulate the fast and efficient deployments of deep
learning algorithms. In this chapter, we summarize the proposed
methodologies and then discuss the future directions.

6.1 Summary

Deep learning deployments have been widely discussed in the
AI era to facilitate the applications of deep learning algorithms.
Though brilliant achievements have been made in the model de-
sign and training of neural networks, the gaps between these and
the hardware-level implementations are still challenging. FPGA
and GPU are the most popular hardware platforms for algorithm
deployments due to their high parallelisms, high throughputs,
and flexible configurability. In this thesis, three approaches are
designed: one for FPGA-based and two for GPU-based imple-
mentations. Our methods are superior to prior deployment tech-
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niques on popular deep learning algorithms and models.
FPGA-based design flow is complicated and time-consuming,

composed of three design stages, where each stage reports three
performance metrics (power, latency, and resource consump-
tion). High-level synthesis (HLS) is adopted to implement some
code templates in Section 2.1 to ease the difficulties of FPGA im-
plementations. Meanwhile, the HLS directives are left to be de-
termined to improve the performance. The cumbersome design
flow and the complex relationships between the HLS directives,
the stages, and performance metrics make this problem nontriv-
ial. In Chapter 3, we propose a correlated multi-objective multi-
fidelity method to explore the Pareto-optimal HLS directives,
which can balance the performance metrics well. Bayesian opti-
mization is utilized as the optimization framework. An expected
improvement of Pareto hypervolume is defined as the acquisi-
tion function, and the correlated Gaussian process models are
adopted to characterize the complex relationships. The reports
from the multiple stages are measured via the non-linear Gaus-
sian process models. With these techniques, our method reduces
optimization costs and simultaneously improves the quality of
results.

Deployments on GPU suffer from the vast design space in
which there are typically more than millions of candidate imple-
mentations for each layer, as discussed in Section 2.2. Though
the compilations and executions of the GPU codes are usually
shorter than several seconds, the optimizations are still expen-
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sive due to the extensive design spaces. The optimization pro-
cesses start from scratch traditionally, while the historical opti-
mization data are not utilized. In Chapter 4, we propose to use
the deep Gaussian transfer learning methods to learn from the
historical data. Maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation is ap-
plied to tune the DGP model according to the history to make
the DGP model accommodate the new task with no loss of hid-
den knowledge. With this method, we reduce the optimization
costs remarkably and significantly improve the quality of results
on the mainstreaming deep learning models on Nvidia GPUs.

Furthermore, researchers devise advanced code generation
rules to realize larger design spaces covering better code imple-
mentations. Despite the implementation-level progress, model
structural information is ignored in the performance estimator,
degrading the performance accuracies in the exploration pro-
cess. Besides, the mutual feature effects and importance are
well modeled so as to result in poor performance. In Chapter 5,
we use a graph neural network to delve into the neural network
model structures and design a multi-head self-attention mod-
ule to enhance the critical parts of the features and fade out
the unimportant parts. The experiments on deep learning algo-
rithms demonstrate inspiring improvements.
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6.2 Possible Future Directions

Specific devices for deep learning computations have received
growing attention in recent years, and the joint optimization
of the models and the hardware platforms is a prevailing direc-
tion. In optimizations, the collaborative design for the models
and hardware enlarges the design space and prompts us to use
more sophisticated optimization methods. Differentiable model
structure optimization is helpful to update the model structures
together with the model parameters according to the training
or testing loss and avoid ineffective structure explorations. To
deal with the explosive memory costs, we must introduce more
techniques while guaranteeing a fast and accurate performance
estimation for the new structures. Besides, the hardware archi-
tectures should be designed in alignment with the model struc-
tures. Consequently, we can devise some architectural templates
to form the hardware design spaces. In the joint optimization,
some crucial questions must be solved, including the definitions
of the design spaces, high-quality performance models, and effi-
cient exploration methods.

Heterogeneous computing for the deep learning algorithms
promises thanks to the growing support from the hardware ven-
dors. Modern devices usually integrate various hardware re-
sources to facilitate their usage in diverse scenarios. Therefore,
the existing deep learning deployment techniques that rely on a
single device suffer from low system utilization. Further, some
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researchers explore the potential of integrating various plat-
forms to take full advantage of various technological advance-
ments. [106] couples an LSTM co-processor with an embedded
RISC-V CPU in the RISC-V design flow to compute sparse
LSTM tasks which are for character recognition and language
models. [49] builds a simultaneous multi-mode architecture that
integrates the systolic model with a GPU-like SIMD execution
model and outperforms the general processors CPU and GPU
significantly. For graph neural networks, [112] designs a frame-
work that contains a dense engine to compute fully connected
(FC) layers and a graph engine to compute the message passing
in the graph. Heterogeneous computing can tackle more com-
plicated deep learning models such as the super-resolution (SR)
models. Unlike the widely-discussed deep learning models, the
SR algorithms are composed of irregular operations and compli-
cated structures that require specific optimizations. Compared
with the well-studied models, such as VGG, in the SR models,
shift operations, shuffles, tensor multiplications, long-term de-
pendencies, etc., make the optimization task non-trivial. These
operations are not considered in the general deployment frame-
works for classification or regression deep learning models. The
SR model is divided into some small segments, thus making the
existing tools fail to achieve the end-to-end inference. Besides,
the volumes of frames increase in the model, resulting in heavier
communication workloads. With the heterogeneous platforms,
the irregular tasks can be computed by the specifically designed
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FPGA kernels or the onboard CPUs, and the common tasks are
deployed on AI engines or GPUs. Considering these circum-
stances, we need to explore the task analysis, allocation, sys-
tem integration, fast deployment flows, and provide easy-to-use
computation libraries, optimization techniques, and interfaces
to ease designers from cumbersome developments.

2 End of chapter.
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